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Laurier jumps Mac
Laurier faltered, but managed to shut the door on the Marauders late in the fourth
quarter to secure their 13th consecutive regular season OUA victory
MIKE BROWN
Sports Editor
Three yards. Ultimately that was
the insurmountable distance that
made losers of the McMaster
Marauders in Saturday's much-
hyped battle with the Wilfrid
Laurier Golden Hawks at
University Stadium.
The energetic crowd of 3,233 - a
number no doubt deflated by The
Score's national coverage of the
game - was treated
to an undeni-
ably exciting contest in the
rematch of last year's Yates Cup
Final. Many a hoarse Hawks sup-
porter exited the stadium after
the
thrilling win, be it from jeering the
out-of-town Mac fans or simply
screaming their support of the
purple and gold.
But those damaged vocal
chords were not the only lingering
effects of Laurier's 33-26 victory.
The second half unraveling, which
saw Mac battle back from a 23-4
third quarter deficit, only to be
stopped on third and goal with
forty seconds left, brought to light
the vulnerability of the school's
gridiron giants.
For the first time in a long time,
WLU fans saw their favoured
Hawks squad falter. Quarterback
Ryan Pyear, the team's heart and
soul, was not his usual self, despite
"1 don't think I played that well. 1
couldn't convert in the first half. A
couple times, 1 was making some
bad reads,"
- Ryan Pyear, WLU Quarterback
throwing for 306 yards and adding
another 24 along the ground. Sure,
he came through when it mat-
tered, but missed passes in the
first quarter were still
disconcert-
ing.
Pyear himself readily admitted
his sub-par performance, saying,
"I don't think I played that well. 1
couldn't convert in the first half. A
couple times, I was making some
bad reads."
Granted, he had less time to
think than usual, as Mac's top-
notch defence brought relentless
pressure. There, however, we see
yet another hole that Laurier fans
are unaccustomed
to. The Hawks oft-
impenetrable offen-
sive line couldn't
keep the Marauders
at bay. Pyear came
into the game hav-
ing not yet been
sacked this season,
due to his superior
mobility and knack
for slipping tackles.
The Mac defence was able to turf
the undersized QB three times,
though, including one crushing
blindside that left Pyear's breath-
ing a little laboured.
Moreover, the Laurier rush was
ground to a halt by McMaster's
front seven, accumulating a paltry
88 yards. Bruising fifth-year run-
ning back Nick Cameron managed
just 50 yards after averaging 135
per game
in the first three weeks.
On the other side of the ball,
even the Hawks' extraordinary
defence showed holes, allowing a
94-yard touchdown run to rookie
running back Jordan Kozina early
in the second half, followed short-
ly thereafter by a less impressive
yet equally effective 15-yard scam-
per to pull McMaster within five,
at 23-18.
To their credit, the Laurier
offence recovered and put togeth-
er a tremendous scoring drive.
Pyear looked to the skies for an
answer and consistently found it
in the outstretched arms of his
lights-out receiving core. After a
crucial 24-vard first down pass to
standout receiver Joel Wright and
a gorgeous 38-yard sideline grab
by Andy Baechler, Pyear hooked
up with fifth-year receiver Andrew
Agro for the eventual game-win-
ner to put his Hawks up 33-19.
am -
Sandra Howard
LAID ON THE LINE
The Laurier community responds to the gentleman's
guide with a mailbag full of letters to the editor
...
OPINION, PAGES 6-7
CURRY IN A LITTLE WHILE
Our Food Critic shows students how to experiment
with the Indian dish - whether you like it hot or mild
...STUDENT LIFE, PAGE 14
COMING NEXT WEEK...
Kris Cote looks at The Cords 'War Years'
1936-1946 in his second installment of
our paper's history.
Incident
near Rev
leads to
homicides
DAN POLISCHUK
News Editor
Waterloo Regional Police have
begun a homicide investigation
into the tragic deaths of brothers
Soumiyan and Chandrasegar
Nagulsigmany that occurred in
Waterloo this past Friday night.
Soumiyan, 19 and a student at
the University of Waterloo, and
Chandrasegar, 21, were both
attending a back-to-school party
at Revolution nightclub when
investigators believe they got
involved in an altercation with
another group, thought to be from
the Greater Toronto Area.
At approximately 1:15 am, the
Nagulsigmanys and a mutual
friend got into a fight with another
group at the Marsland Drive loca-
tion, the boiling point of the con-
frontation coming when a large
vehicle drove into the brothers
and their friend, Arikaran
Kunaratham. Kunaratham, a biol-
ogy student at UW, was treated for
his injuries and released. He is
back home in Scarborough, but is
not speaking to the media.
Police have said they believe the
vehicle in question is similar to a
GMC Tahoe, Yukon or Suburban,
and could have a broken window
on the passenger side, including
other damage.
Rames Paramsothy, a fourth-
year Economics student at
Laurier, had met up with the
brothers earlier that night. Having
left before the incident occurred
Paramsothy was "in extreme
shock" when he heard of their
deaths, especially of Chandru's,
who he described as the more
"passive" of the two siblings.
"I was just shocked that some-
body could do something so
extreme. 1 can understand, okay,
you get into a fistfight
- whatever.
But just the extent that they went
to - I'm in shock," he said.
According to The Record, the
Nagulsigmany family came from
Sri Lanka over a decade ago, but
maintained a strong connection
with the Tamil community.
Chandrasegar, better known as
Chandru, was registered as an Arts
student pursuing an education in
political science. His younger
brother, Soumiyan, balanced a
factory job while attending
Centennial College in
Scarborough.
Funeral services were held yes-
terday in Scarborough, while stu-
dents from the University of
Waterloo will conduct a memorial
at the accident site today at
7:oopm.
With files from The Record and
Wafer100 Regional Police
Please see HAWKS, page 8
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK
"Of course her ass is lumpy; she's gothemorrhoids."
-Photo Manoger Jordan Jocius, on the merits of photoshopping people's osses and the
possibly disastrous consequences
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X.2 using Adobe Creative Suite 2 (TnDesign. Photoshop.
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The Cord is printed by Master Web Printing and is published
every Wednesday during the school year except for special
editions which are published as required.
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term for addresses
within Canada.
The Cord Weekly is a proud memberof the Canadian 112 5
University Press (CUP), since 2004.
The Campus Network is The Cord's national £§«
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Preamble to The Cord Constitution
The Cord will keep faith with its readers by presenting news
and expressions of opinions comprehensively, accurately
and fairly.
The Cord believes in a balanced and impartial presentation
of all relevant facts in a news report,
and of all substantial
opinions in a matterof controversy.
The staff of The Cord shall uphold allcommonly held ethical
conventions of journalism. Whenan errorof omission or of
commissionhas occurred, that error shall be acknowledged
promptly.
Whenstatementsare made that are critical of an individual,
oran organization, we shall give those affected theopportu-
nity to reply at the earliest time possible.
Ethical journalism requires impartiality, and consequently
conflictsof interest and the appearance ofconflictsof inter-
estwill be avoided by all staff.
The only limits of any newspaper are those
of the world
around it, and so The Cord will attempt to cover its world
with a special focus on Wilfrid Laurier University, and the
community of Kitchener-Waterloo,and with a special ear to
the concerns of the students of Wilfrid Laurier University.
Ultimately. The Cord will be bound by neither philosophy,
nor geography in its mandate.
The Cord has an obligation to foster freedom of the press
and freedom ofspeech. This obligation is best fulfilledwhen
debate and dissent are encouraged, both in the internal
workings of the paper, and through The Cord's contact with
the student body.
The Cord will always attempt to dowhat is right, with fear of
neither repercussions, nor retaliation. The purpose of the
student press is to act as an agent ofsocial awareness,andso
shall conduct theaffairs of our newspaper.
News
5 Day Action News
Weather Forecast
Students protestWeinberg article
370 students sign petition
asking for apology from
Weinberg, Currie
GINA RACINE
News Writer
Laurier student Zack Weinberg's
article, "A gentlemen's guide to
getting laid at WLU" has sparked
so much outrage that students are
circulating a petition, asking for an
apology from The Cord Weekly.
Lucy Vanderhelm, a third year
History and Global Studies major,
was shocked and appalled by
Weinberg's article, which accused
the "young women of Wilfrid
Laurier University" as being
"promiscuous by nature."
"I was just disgusted by it," said
Vanderhelm, who along with
many other students, found
Weinberg's article extremely offen-
sive and misleading. With a booth
located in the concourse,
Vanderhelm and fellow students
tried to attract people to sign their
petition in hopes of receiving a
formal apology from Weinberg
and The Cord Editor-in-Chief
Brandon Currie.
Although Vanderhelm admitted
that she did "not regularly read
The Cord", she feels that "The Cord
can do so muchbetter."
"This newspaper has so much
potential," said Vanderhelm, who
added that she has been offended
by sexist and homophobic articles
published in the past.
Many students have already
signed the petition in hopes to
convey the seriousness of this
matter to the editors at The Cord. A
surprisingly large number of
males have also been signing the
petition.
"It is obvious that many of our
readers are sensitive which is
completely understandable," said
Weinberg's article has received a
tremendous amount of attention,
receiving more than 31,000 hits
on the Cord Weekly web site this
past week alone,
Currie. "A formal apology from
myself will be made as it was my
decision to publish the article," he
added.
Weinberg's article has received a
tremendous amount of attention,
receiving more than 31,000 hits on
The Cord Weekly website this past
weekalone. Currie, however, felt it
upset because "really good articles
were overlooked."
As far as the future of The Cord
goes, Currie and fel-
low staff at The Cord
have taken this
event as something
to learn from.
"We are entitled
to publish anything
we want," said
Currie, "but at the
same time we want
people to trust our
news."
While some are taking action
through public support, others are
expressing themselves more dra-
matically. Signs have been posted
in women's washroom stalls
around campus detailing the
"misogynistic" views ofWeinberg's
article. The signs are also advising
girls at Laurier to "Never sleep
with this man" while posting
Weinberg's picture above the
warning.
When contacted by The Cord
news, Weinberg simply stated he
had no comments at this time.
Editors at The Cord hope this
matter will soon be water under
the bridge.
"We want people to understand
that this article was merely an
opinion piece," said Currie. "The
Cord is not a misogynous newspa-
per by any means."
With files from Adrian Ma
Dan Polischuk
SIGN ME UP - Lucy Vanderhelm explains her cause to a Cord News Editor at her
booth in the Concourse Monday.
Green light for bus
Free bus shuttle to ferry students to grocery store
HEATHER GROSNEY
News Writer
The Students' Union, along with
The Real Canadian Wholesale
Club, have come up with a solu-
tion to help Laurier students get
their groceries easier.
Dan Robert, President and CEO
of the Students' Union, and Jeff
Collins, manager of The Real
Canadian Wholesale Club on
Weber Street, have collaborated to
create a new program, aptly
named "The Grocery Shuttle",
which will be available to all
Laurier students at no cost to re-
stock theirbare kitchen shelves.
Starting in October, the shuttle
will pick up students at the Hazel
and University Street bus-stop
every Tuesday night at 6:oopm to
depart for The Real Canadian
Wholesale Club so that students
can browse the store for one hour
and get everything they need.
"This is something that we
ILaurier] have wanted to do for a
while now," said Robert, adding
"however, we always had trouble
finalizing the plans until the
wholesale food company
approached us just before the
school year began."
The Real Canadian Wholesale
Club is well aware of the budget
that most University students are
on and is happy to service to
Laurier, as Wholesale will be
fronting the bill for the buses, as
long as the Students' Union pays
for the advertising.
The Real Canadian Wholesale
Club is a well-known grocery store
in the Waterloo area that sells bulk
products at low cost to the public,
with no membership fee.
"While we only have plans to
run one bus a week, we hope that
the demand for this new program
will be high and we will be able to
expand to more buses," said
Robert.
More information on The
Grocery Shuttle program can be
found at the Students' Union
offices on the third floor of the
Fred Nichols Campus Centre.
Bag O' Crime: Poopmaster P is back
THEFT UNDER $5000 2335 HRS
WED SEPT 14/05
An unidentified male attempted to
steal a ladder from the Terrace
area at the Nichols Centre. When
the male realized he had been
seen, he dropped the ladder and
ran off.
TRESPASS 0030 HRS SUN SEPT
18/05
Officers observed three males run-
ning around on the roof of the
Athletic Complex. The males
jumped off the roofand fled.
CRIME OF THE WEEK
MISCHIEF SATSEPT 17/05-
MON SEPT 19/05
Library staff reported that some-
one had smeared fecal matter
around in one of the washrooms
at the library.
PUBLIC NIUSANCE BYLAW 0232
HRS FRI SEPT 23/05
Two male WLU students were
observed by officers urinating
against the wall of the Dr. Alvin
Woods Building. The matter is
being forwarded to the Judicial
Affairs Council.
PUBLIC NUISANCE BYLAW 2310
HRS FRI SEPT23/05
A maleWLU student was observed
urinating in lot 6. The matter will
be forwardedto the ludicial Affairs
Council.
FIRE DEPT RESPONSE 1322 HRS
SAT SEPT 24/05
Waterloo Fire Dept. responded to
an alarm at University Place. A res-
ident had been cooking with oil,
which had gotten too hot
and
caused a lot of smoke. Residents
were allowed back into the build-
ing after the area had been venti-
lated.
MISCHIEF 1645 HRS SUN SEPT
25/05
A student reported hateful grafitti
in the Peters Building elevator.
Regional Police were advised
and
the grafitti was cleaned up by cus-
todial staff.
THEFT UNDER $5000 SAT SEPT
24/05 - SUN SEPT 25/05
A resident at Heidelberg House
reported that someone had stolen
an iPod from her apartment. The
apartment had been
left unat-
tended and unlocked for approxi-
mately three and a half hours.
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What do you think about WLUSU pulling
its advertisments from The Cordl
"
It's really bad because The Cord is the
student's voice and whenmoney's not
there we don't have as much voice."
- Vicky Rivers
First Year General Arts
""It's not fair because we need
funding to give people the student
voice."
- Cathy Mustard
First Year Anthropology
"The paper's going to suck the rest of
the year... I hope they renege on that."
- Jacob Pries
First Year Global Studies and
Political Science
"I think that's a good decision but
it's unfortunate that because of the
content it had to come to this."
- Jeff Bass
Third Year History
"If WLUSU doesn't want to
advertise, they shouldn't have to."
- Johnathan Miller
First Year Business
"It's the only paper we got right?
So that would be stupid if they did
that."
- Alex Costea
Fourth Year Mathematics
Compiled by Stephanie Vollick, photos by Jordan Jocius
WLUSU pulls Cord ads
The Cord Weekly loses $14,000 in advertisement revenue, WLUSU may reconsider
ADRIAN MA
News Editor
Laurier's Students' Union has
decided to pull their advertising
with The Cord Weekly. The deci-
sion came a day after the publish-
ing of last week's controversial
issue.
WLUSU president Dan Robert,
however, says that this judgement
has been on the table for quite
some time.
"We had been talking about our
advertising strategies in general
for three years now - we'd been
reevaluating it,"says Robert.
"Financially, it made sense to use
creative ways to save us money."
WLUSU will save around
$14,000 by not advertising with
The Cord for the rest of the year.
Anthony Piscitelli, President of
Student Publications, was sur-
prised by WLUSU's move.
"It pretty much came out of
nowhere," says Piscitelli. "I would
expect that most times, if an
advertiser had some sort of con-
cern, they would come to Student
Publications before they pulled
the ad. At least a meeting first or
some sort of verbal thing rather
than just a letter saying they're
pulling all their ads."
The letter he refers to came to
his office last Thursday. The letter
revealed that the motivation
behind WLUSU's decision was a
conflict of interest between
WLUSU's Marketing Department
and The Cord's editorial content.
Kat Lourenco, WLUSU's VP of
Marketing, says that the coverage
ofStudents' Union events this year
has beenmostly negative and con-
trary to the messageWLUSU is try-
ing to send to students.
"If we put in an ad for a specific
event, we feel that our services
and events that we have are bene-
ficial to students," says Lourenco.
"We don't really want people
seeing our ads and also have peo-
ple telling them that's not an event
they should go to."
Lourenco would not name spe-
cific articles, saying that the con-
tent in general has been unsatisfy-
ing forWLUSU.
"There's just been this ongoing
negative coverage of several of our
events," she says. "We've found
things that were printed that
weren't researched well - things
about us that weren't actually
true."
Dan Roberts adds, "the editorial
content that comes out of The
Cord are inconsistent with the
messages that we look to send
through our communication
pieces via our own press releases,
via our Cord ads, by the promotion
of our events and services on cam-
pus and etcetera."
Piscitelli disagrees with
Lourenco and Robert's assess-
ment.
"If things change and we're find-
ing articles that we really want to
support then at that time we'll
re-evaluate that."
-Kat Lourenco, VP: Marketing WLUSU
"If you're looking at coverage, I
think WLUSU's getting a lot of pos-
itive coverage in our paper," says
Piscitelli. "They're getting negative
coverage as well, but quite frankly,
thereare negative things that need
to be said."
Piscitelli is unimpressed with
the Students' Union's decision to
pull their advertising, feeling that
this is a punitive measure against
The Cord.
"There's going to be mix-ups
withinany government and it's the
job of the free and independent
press to expose those issues,"
states Piscitelli. "The fact that
WLUSU thinks they can have
some sort of influence on the edi-
torial content of this paper is dis-
appointing, but more so - it's kind
of scary. If you look at an inde-
pendent media, you should not
expect for an advertiser to affect
content."
WLUSU had left the door open
to resume advertising with The
Cord, but only if they feel the inter-
ests of the students are better rep-
resented.
"We don'twant to sever ties with
The Cord; we're still interested in
having them cover events and giv-
ing them press access," says
Lourenco. "If things change and
we're finding articles that we really
want to support then at that time
we'll re-evaluate that."
Piscitelli feels that not all the
articles published in the newspa-
per are particularly strong, noting
that Zack Weinberg's article last
week was "of lower quality jour-
nalism than [he's] come to expect
from The Cord" He
firmly believes,
however, that
WLUSU is using
"intimidation tac-
tics" in an effort to
influence The Cord's
content - some-
thing he is
adamantly against.
Despite his dis-
appointment with
WLUSU's decision, Piscitelli wants
The Cord to maintain its integrity
and remain objective when cover-
ing issues and events involving the
Students' Union.
"We're going to continue to treat
WLUSU in the exact same way as
we would've if they'd continued to
advertise with us," says Piscitelli.
"That means if they screw up,
we'll nail them for it; if they do
something well, we'll come out
with an article saying that they did
a great job. We're not going to take
the low road on this;, we're going
to hold our heads high, and we're
going to keep a consistent attitude
with them and not be petty and
vindictive."
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Riot a disgrace to all
Queen's students
The
riot that took place at Queen's University this past weekend
was, to say the least, shameful.
The incident went beyond your typical out-of-hand party.
Homecoming partiers rolled a car and threw beer bottles at
police officers and firefighters; a black police officer was subjected to
racial slurs.
There is no justification for this at all. This is not the same as a protest
escalating to violence and arrests. It was simply a bunch of students and
their friends destroying other people's property and assaulting emer-
gency workers for no reason.
Queen's has the privilege ofbeing one of the most prestigious universi-
ties in Canada, as well has having a student ghetto that other school's stu-
dents are envious of. They should be thankful for these things, and seek
to make the most of them, rather than doing destructive and immature
things like this.
Kingston Police Chief Bill Closs has told the media that next year "tear
gas, pepper spray and tasers" wouldn't be out of the question.
This may seem a bit heavy-handed, but the ball is now in the students'
court. If they wish to avoid harsh crowd-control measures coming their
way in the future, not to mentionkeep the tradition of theirHomecoming
celebrations alive, they need to keep their partying in check.
Queen's students need only to look to Laurier's own Ezra Street riots in
1994 as a cautionary tale. The violent behaviour that took place effective-
ly spelled the end of the annual Ezra Street year-end block party.
These two incidents represent the height of drunken stupidity. And
while they obviously don't reflect every student at Queen's or Laurier, the
adage "You're only as strong as your weakest link" holds true here. If stu-
dents continue to do things like this, this is what will come to mind when
people think of university students.
Students are smarter than this. Smashing things isn't a necessity for a
good party. Queen's students now have the huge task of repairing their
shattered public image ahead of them, all for one night of partying.
Next year they need to stop and ask themselves why they're doing what
they're doing, and if the fun is really worth all of the damage. We've got a
can of pepper spray that says it's not.
Grocery shuttle a shill
The new free grocery shuttle
seems like a good idea at first
glance. Everyone needs groceries,
and everyone needs a way to the
grocery store.
The thing is, we already have a
way to the grocery store. It's called
the U-Pass.
Now that we have unlimiteduse
of Grand River Transit for free, the
grocery shuttle seems a little
redundant. Not to mention inef-
fective - it only goes to one grocery
store, a wholesale store that sells
bulk quantities - whereas you can
go
to whichever store you choose
on the GRT.
This might seem a bit nitpicky at
first - what does it matter, if the
Wholesale Food Company is pay-
ing for the shuttle? It's not costing
students anything extra, right?
Wrong. "They [WFC] will be
fronting the bill for the buses, as
long as the Students' Union pays
for the advertising."
What this amounts to is WLUSU
paying to advertise for the
Wholesale Food Company. Sure,
students get a service from WFC in
return, but it's a service they
already have in the U-Pass. This
means WLUSU is needlessly
spending its (read: students')
money shilling for a grocery store.
Sounds more like serving the
needs of community businesses
than serving the needs of stu-
dents.
These unsigned editorials were agreed upon by at least two-thirds of the
The Cord's Editorial Board and do not necessarily reflect the views of The
Cord's volunteers, staff or WLUSR
Editorial
The medium is not the message
BRANDONCURRIE
Editorinchief
Despite numerous pleas for me to
do so, I can't apologize for Zack
Weinberg's opinions. Only he can
do that. His beliefs are neither my
own, nor that of any member of
The Cord's Editorial Board, and
personally, I have no idea whether
he regrets writing the article or
not.
The editor-in-chief, however,
does have complete control and
ultimately responsibility for every
word that's published in the news-
The Gentleman's Guide saw 6,000
newspapers go off the racks in
two days and received 31,000 hits
on cordweekiy.com. This, in an
issue featuring a candid interview
with three prominent journalists.
paper.
Thus, I owe an apology to The
Cord's staff and its readers. If noth-
ing else, the responses to
Weinberg's piece have shown that
some readers expect much better
from their newspaper, and I apol-
ogize if I've lowered Laurier's
expectations of what I consider to
be a top-notch student publica-
tion.
The overwhelmingly negative
feedback, much of it imbued with
a sense of disappointment over
my decision to print the article,
has at least been instructive in
what people expect The Cord to
publish. Admittedly, the article
was below the standard of an oth-
erwise solid edition of The Cord,
but if our readership wants the
newspaper to operate more pro-
fessionally, they needto prove that
they're above the fodder too.
Though I'd much prefer The
Cord to gain notoriety for quality
journalism, The Gentleman's
Guide saw 6,000 newspapers go
off the racks in two days and has
received over 31,000 hits on cord-
weekly.com. This, in an issue fea-
turing a candid interview with
three prominent
journalists debating
the future of the
CBC (37 hits), an in-
depth story onWLU
students being
robbed and ignored
by the police (137
hits) and mostof all,
an article about
contract negotia-
tions between profs
and Laurier admin-
istration (16 hits).
Obviously, we can't blame peo-
ple for reading what we publish,
but it's a sad testament to both
parties when a one-off, poorly
written and selectively read satire
piece overshadows a newspaper
full of legitimate content. Snap
judgments about The Cord
abound when all that's read is one
substandard article. According to
one, I'm even not even an editor
anymore, but a "despicable
rapist."
It gets even worse when one
article taints the entire institution
of the newspaper; several of my
colleagues who have nothing to be
ashamed of have been harassed
through their affiliation with The
Cord.
If the Laurier community wants
us to be more professional, it
needs to encourage The Cord to do
so regularly, and not just when it's
the popular thing to do. In last
week's letters section, a reader
went so far as to write that we
should put "a little more focus on
serving the Laurier community
and less on 'journalism.'"
The thing is, we best serve the
community when we do focus on
real student journalism and not
when we publish Weinberg-esque
opinions or other fluffy articles,
but the latter is what gets people
reading. The Cord is at its very best
when it acts as "an agent of social
awareness" as our Code of Ethics
implores, but that's difficult at a
school where social apathy runs so
high. Call it the curse of a prolific
modern media or infotainment,
but there's no use creating aware-
ness if it falls on deaf ears.
But I'm glad people have spoken
up and informed me
that
Weinberg and I crossed the line.
You should expect more from The
Cord, and in turn, we expect you
to hold us to a high standard not
just when an article disappoints,
but also when it fulfills.
letters@cordweekly. com
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Opinion
Prof's eye view on the WLUFA negotiations
Professor Peter Eglin tells you exactly what the Faculty Association is fighting for in their collective agreement
DR. PETER EGLIN
Community EditorialBoard
When youread this, the University
and the Faculty Association may
have a new collective agreement,
or the current contract dispute
may still be unsettled. Either way
it's important that students know
where the parties stand, and what
is at stake. Here's how one faculty
member sees it, from his side of
the fence.
Universities exist to carry out
free inquiry. Faculty and students
do the inquiring. Faculty do it as a
job; students do it as an education.
Faculty are paid for their work;
students pay in part for their edu-
cation.
Students know very well how
much they pay for university, and
how much more they pay now
than before. Tuition fees have
risen and ancillary fees have pro-
liferated because governments
have steadily reduced the public
funding of universities. The result
is thesemi-privatization ofuniver-
sities.
In this context it would not be
surprising ifstudents felt resentful
towards faculty seeking a raise in
pay and an easing in their work-
load. But consider the following.
The figures do not suggest that
the share allotted to salaries is
increasing ... the average salary
of Laurier's professors lags
behind the norm for Ontario
universities.
First, the cost of university
includes much more than paying
for faculty. Based on the universi-
ty's own documents, in the year
ending in 2004, 47 percent of uni-
versity total expenses were
salaries. That's salaries for all
employees, including the
President, VPs, Dean, staff, trades-
people, plus faculty and librarians.
In the year ending in 2000, 56 per-
cent of total expenses were
salaries. These figures do not sug-
gest that the share allotted to
salaries is increasing.
Second, the average salary of
Laurier professors lags behind the
norm for the
Ontario university
system, and for uni-
versities compara-
ble in type to
Laurier. This dis-
crepancy is particu-
larly marked for
junior faculty The
Faculty Association
seeks to close the
gap-
Third, students
will have noticed that Laurier has
grown remarkably rapidly in
recent years. It has more thandou-
bled since the late 19905. No
longer a "small" university, it is re-
branding itself as a "comprehen-
sive" university. This means hav-
ing a wide range of programs, with
a suitably large student body. For
Laurier it means also the consider-
able expansion of graduate pro-
grams, in keeping with the Rae
Commission's recommendations
for the whole system. My own
department, for example, is
actively constructing a proposal
for an MA program in Sociology.
These developments mean that
Laurier has to attract and retain
quality faculty. The Province has
indicated it is re-investing in uni-
versity education, but the environ-
ment is competitive. The opportu-
nity is there forLaurier to improve
the quality of the education it
offers students by investing in the
people who provide it.
The university and the Faculty
Association have been bargaining
collective agreements since 1987,
when the Faculty Association
unionized in the face ofan admin-
istration unwilling topay what the
faculty was worth. Agreements
have been reached every three
years since, so far without a strike
or lockout. When negotiations
break down, the parties may seek
conciliation, then mediation. The
parties would be unlikely to exer-
cise a legal option to lockout or
strike before these options had
been fully exhausted. The current
negotiations reached an impasse
on Sunday, September 18. The
Faculty Association then applied
to the Minister of Labour for the
services of a conciliator. We await
the Minister's appointment of a
conciliator.
Recall Article 23 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights,
paragraphs 3 and 4, appropriately
de-gendered: "Everyone who
works has the right to just and
favourable remunerationensuring
for themself and their family an
existence worthy of human digni-
ty, and supplemented, if neces-
sary, by other means of social pro-
tection. Everyone has the right to
form and to join trade unions for
the protection of their interests."
letters@cordweekly. com
Sorry shouldn't cut it inside the courtroom
No one should show Daniel Sylevster any leniency just because he's sorry - that doesn't matter now, says Opinion Editor Carly Beath
CARLYBEATH
OpinionEditor
Daniel Sylvester apparently "feels
great remorse." Somehow, I don't
care. And neither should anyone
else, future jury members includ-
ed.
Sylvester is the man who has
admitted to killing 25-year-old
Alicia Ross, possibly over some-
thing as pathetic as a property dis-
pute.
I have towonder howhis lawyer,
David Hobson, can sleep at night,
how he can look himself in the
mirror in the morning.
Forgiveness is for when your
friend loses your favourite CD,
puts a hole in the sweater you
lent her - or even sleeps with your
boyfriend.
He's making his client out to be
a thoughtful, considerate guy,
inhis ridiculous pronouncements
to the media. According to
Hobson, Sylvester turned himself
in because he thought "another
person might have been unjustly
prosecuted."
Adding to Sylvester's supposed
benevolence is the fact that it was-
n't a case where he knew the police
were onto him, and panicked -
apparently the police had nothing,
had no idea it was him. Hobson
seems to think that Sylvester did
everyone a great big favour.
In all reality, Sylvester probably
had no idea whether or not the
police were onto him. How could
he have known what evidence
they had?
Yes, he turned himself in. But he
killed someonefirst.
His next steps don't matter - not
to me, for damn sure. And they
shouldn't matter in court.
After the initial story broke, the
Toronto Star was full of quotes
from legal experts talking about
the ramifications of Hobson's
statements. The majority opinion
was that they would help his
cause. If his jury thinks that
Sylvester would have otherwise
gotten away with it, or if they sim-
ply believe he really is sorry, they
will be likely to be more lenient
with him.
I have been in the same position
as Alicia Ross's family, waiting to
hear what hap-
pened to a loved
one who went miss-
ing from her house
one day I only had
to wait one excruci-
ating day for my ter-
rible news; the
Ross/Fortis family
had to wait seven
weeks.
So while J can't
know for sure what they're think-
ing, I'd bet a lot of money that the
fact Daniel Sylevster is sorry for
what he did doesn't make them
feel one bit better, or miss their
daughter or sister any less. In
some strange way, it might even
make it worse, knowing that Alicia
is gone because of
a lapse in judg-
ment that is now regretted. That if
itweren't for one bad decision, she
could still be with them.
If we could just do whateverwe
wanted and then say sorry later
and make everything okay, 1 would
have a roomful of music equip-
ment stolen from Long and
McQuade. Bell Canada's head-
quarterswould have gotten a brick
through the windowlong ago.
Forgiveness and lenience are for
when your friend loses your
favourite CD, puts a hole in the
sweater
you lent her - or even
sleeps with your boyfriend. Not for
when someone ends the life of
another human being.
If Sylvester is convicted of a less-
er charge like manslaughter or
given a lighter sentence because of
his conscience belatedly creeping
up on up, it will be a travesty. He
madehis choice and now he has to
face the appropriate conse-
quences. Because as bad as he
feels, it's nothing - nothing - com-
pared to how Alicia Ross's family
will feel for the rest of their lives.
letters@cordu>eekly. con 1
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BEHIND BARS - An proclamation of remorse shouldn't do anything to decrease the time Daniel Sylvester spends in
jail for killing Alicia Ross.
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Letters to the Editor
Professors deservebetter
Like many students reading"WLUFA negotia-
tion talks stalled", I toofound the idea ofa pro-
fessor strike a chilling one:a potentially unre-
coverable delay in my studies and a write-off
of countless expenses being huge concerns.
The "Vocal Cord" portrayed student opinion
as a mixture of apathy and hostility towards
the would-bestrikers. I was dismayed to learn
that tliis sample could be representative, judg-
ing by the reactions of students I spoke to,
nearly all of whom were resistant to hearing
the underlying issues. Why is this? A willing-
ness to resort to strike action does not show
that "they don't care about us", nor that "they
are only in it for the mone.y. Profs are not out
toscrewyou personally. Students need tocon-
sider that what WLUFA is fighting for just hap-
pens to coincide with our best interests.
Information available through Maclean's
and circulated by WLUFA reveal some fairly
disgraceful stats about Laurier, such as the fact
thatout of21 primarily undergraduateuniver-
sities, we have the very fewest tenured faculty
teaching first-year classes. In my major,
Communication Studies, Laurier is barely
able tomaintain a 900+ student program that
employs only ten full-time profs and onesup-
port position. Ma quotes WLU VP: Finance as
saying that Laurier boasts a 23:1 student to
teacher ratio. From where, precisely, did he
pull that figure?Friday morning attendance?
I am also alarmed that our best profs may
go elsewhere for better pay. This isn't a matter
ofgreed, but of adequatecompensation for a
ridiculous workload. I, for one, agree
that the
value of my degreewill dependentirely upon
the quality of the faculty that teach in the uni-
versity that grants it.That Laurier may come to
be regarded as a substandard institution will
have devastating consequences when I try to
market adiscredited BA in the future. It'sthe
professors that make this place - not the
Student Activities department, notThursday's
bar night, and certainly not a nifty new addi-
tion to the Athletic Complex. Siding with the
administration by directing your anger toward
the faculty will solve nothing. Asking ques-
tions of our administration, such as where
they are investing Laurier's financial resources
-
ifnot its faculty - may be more helpful.
Kathleen Burnside
Misquoting andmumbling
Churlish ofme, afteryou called me "eminent,"
but I have to point out what seems to be an
error in acomment I was quoted asmaking in
your wonderful spread on the CBC lockout.
"Particularly on the radio side, there has
been immense flexibility. And what hap-
pened? Radio dropped offthe ratings again."
Ah, no: CBC Radio has had wonderful rat-
ings, thanks tothe flexibility ofthe staff.Which
is whywecan't understandwhymanagement
demandseven more flexibility.
A transcription error? Or perhaps I was
mumbling. It does happen.
Tony Catterall
Greek Life something special
When you think ofWilfrid Laurier, the things
that cometo mind are positive, such asa small
campus, close-knit community, many
chances to volunteer and friendly. I believe all
these things to be true. One ofthe best aspects
about Laurier is that there are so many oppor-
tunities to get involved that most find their
place quite quickly, without fear of being
made fun of, or being stereotyped. In last
week's article of The Cord, the Scramblor
made me believe otherwise. Once you have
unscrambled the words, the phrase read "If
you want to be in affat, you need to aish. You
are also an idiot." This upsets me greatly, not
only because 1 am very involved in Greek Life,
but also because I am a Laurier student. Just
because something does not interest you or
attract you, does not mean it is wrong, or stu-
pid. There are five groups currently on cam-
pus with a sixth joining, and within each
group are many amazing individuals. In the
fraternities and sororities oncampus there are
members of BOD, WLUSU volunteers,
WLUSU business
managers and employees,
and members of Residence Life Staff just to
name a few.These individualsare not "idiots"
- they are individuals that were looking for
something extra, something special to be a
part
of. Greek Life
oncampus, nomatterwhat
group, offers many opportunities,an amazing
bond, tradition and memories to last a life-
time. The word Scramblor is wrong, and is
very upsetting, especially during our Rush
period where the groups are looking to meet
new members, and allow individuals to
decide on their own ifGreek Lile is something
for them. The Scramblor created a negative
image of Greek Life and it is only September.
Newspapers are intended to educate individ-
uals with informationso that they can make
their own decisions. The Cord last week did
not respect that. It did not respect fraternities
and sororities and it disrespected the many
incredible,intelligentLaurier students that are
involved in Greek Life.
Angela Crewe
Greek Council President
Throwing popcorn
Great Scramblor. Nothing is more refreshing
in such an educational publication than yet
another individual commenting on some-
thing that they know nothing about. I rushed
the Sigma Chi Fraternity in my first semester
ofmy firstyear. Without adoubt in my mind it
was oneof my better choices. With a number
of different leadership development models
on campus, Laurier students are very fortu-
nate to be able to choose the avenuethat fits
them best. My time in Sigma Chi gave me a
variety of leadership experiences that pre-
pared me for greaterroles I accepted later in
my careerat Laurier. While I understand that
fraternities are not for everyone, I strongly
believe in their benefit to the Laurier campus
and do not appreciate your un-researched
view ofthem. Sigma Chi founded Foot Patrol
on this campus years ago. Foot Patrol contin-
ues tobe aninvaluable service tothis campus
providing volunteer opportunities to hun-
dreds of students each year. Stop throwing
popcorn from the cheap seats and write
something worthwhile.
Steve Welker
Guidereflects truth
First and foremost I'd like to start by saying
that in reading Zack's article on "A gentle-
man's guide..." was by far the loudest I've
laughedwhile reading The Cord, however, I do
hope he now realizes the possible conse-
quences of his actions (i.e. neverbeingable to
get laid at Laurier again, or not to mention the
possibility of losing your job, but really let's be
honest the former is more important).
Following my hysterical outburst, 1 was then
informed that there was a petition going
around with an aim to cut funding for The
Cord. Now it was at that exact moment where
1 began to wonder what women (I presume
mostly) find tobe most offensive in this article.
Which line was the final straw, and what real-
ly went through the minds ofthose who were
offended?
Butbefore you jump to conclusions, I think
there's onething I must clarify before I go any
further, and that is this: I am in fact a woman.
Yes, a woman who is praising this article not
because it holds some truth, but really
because it shows how easy we all are (men and
women) when it comes to giving into the nat-
ural human impulse of wanting to have sex.
What also made this most humorous to me is
that it pokes fun athow strategic men have to
be in order to get laid,
while all
we women
have to do is sit back and wait. I mean really,
sometimes I think its women who have the
upper hand in this matter.
Now some comical women can defend
their reasons for being so as this: there are less
men than women at Laurier. Now if every
woman at Laurier was to see this as a deple-
tion of our basic desire to get some, than I
think we can all agree that when there is a
scarce of any kind within any large group of
people it is taken to be as a threat to our basic
need in question. Orin other words, when the
demand becomes larger than the actual sup-
ply, we tend to take what we can get, which
means we'll "put out" more easily (this can
also explain why so many men have to boast
about it, but unfortunately they lack the abili-
ty toseethe real reasonfor it: it all comes down
to numbers). On the contrary, I think now we
all know that this is not (or is it?) anexcusefor
the issue of that article, but oneworth bring-
ing up for laughablepurposes.
I see it as is this: some lines were a bit racy
and frank, which explains why some women
see is as adirect insult: however, onemuststep
back and wonder why would anyone see it as
insulting if they don't see it in themselves to
begin with? Who cares when you know you're
not like that? 1 mean, wouldn't that be a waste
of one's time? Or, dare I say what may be the
underlying factor; do most women find this
offensive because they know they've fallen for
some of these strategies? Or is it that this arti-
cle makes
lis women seem less graceful, that
we've lost our ability to stay on that pedestal,
which men used to see us perched on? And if
so, is that the ultimate truth within the realms
ofthe university life? We can't deny it to our-
selves though; we each know the real reason
why this article offends us, and as long as we
can tell lies noonehas to know the difference.
I think what's most unfortunate here is that
in writing this article, Mr. Weinberg may have
been so swept up in the excitement of it all
that he may have forgotten that yes, women
do go to Laurier and yes, we have mastered
the ability to read and write, ail while applying
one's opinion. Women do not, nor have we
ever responded nicely to criticism, which are
in anyway directed towards us. That my friend
is a lack of foresight, something so unfortu-
nate to suffer from I actually find myself pity-
ing Mr. Weinberg; he shows off his pride in
himself for being able to talk with such an air
of expertise, yet it doesn't take a genius to
know that modesty is always best policy.
Tsk, tsk, tsk.
Kara Hagedorn
Setting studentsback
I don't even know where to begin. Zack
Weinberg's article on how to get laid atLaurier
was not only insulting and enraging, it was
dangerous. I can't believe The Cord would
print such trash.The article makes statements
about 70 percent of the Laurier student popu-
lation that set humanity back a couple cen-
turies
... or at least back to the glory days of
A/iirnal House. Mr.Weinberg makes very con-
clusive claims about the women ofWLU being
"promiscuous by nature" and that "Laurier
girls put out". He obviously thinks of women
as mindless objects who can't help them-
selves but tosuck your cock at the sight ofyour
sweet Ferris Bueller poster. Or your multi-
coloured frat-boy shirts? Oops, there go our
collective pants. The women (and men, who
should be insulted at how they are portrayed
in the article) ofWLU deserve anapology from
Mr. Weinberg and from The Cord Weekly for
promoting these sexist and objectifying
remarks. And Zack, 1 hope all the girls you
slept with were on the pill. The last thing the
world needs is another misogynist on the
prowl.
Anne-Marie Longpre
Degree doesn'trequire promiscuity
When wefirst read Zack Weinberg'sarticle, we
were stupefied and unable to answer the
question, "Why?" Why was this article pub-
lished in 77!eCord?WhyisourschooInewspa-
per, the voice of the students on campus
(fundedby student fees), promoting the sexu-
al exploitation of women, especially in light of
the fact that various incidences have called
the safety of Laurier women into question
over the past few years?
It is irresponsible to stereotype that "the
young women ofWilfrid Laurier University are
promiscuous by nature." Despite this, not
only was an entire page of The Cord used as a
"how-to" guide detailing the finer points of
preying upon women, but it was published
just two weeks into the school year. What an
impression to give to new Laurier students
about the expectations of university life! Don't
worry, frosh, promiscuity is not a prerequisite
forearning your degree.
Far from his stupendous findings concern-
ing the sexual behaviour of laurier females,
Weinberg's "guide" shows that perhaps
Laurier boys are the naturally promiscuous
ones;he makes this asclear as subtly as an ele-
phant stampeding through the forest at the
whim of his trunk.
StephanieBell
JenniferCameron
AnnaWarren
Questioning herLaurier pride
1 am writing to you about a publication in The
Cord that has offended and affected my
friends and me. Itis the article titled "A gentle-
man's guide to getting laid at WLU". I have
been so offended by this article that it put me
in tears and frustrated me to know that our
school would allow something of this nature
to be published.
I have personally experienced borderline
sexual assault while out at bars in Waterloo
and now know that the problem is not only
going to increase but that it will become
impossible togo out and enjoy myself with my
friends. Increasing this behaviour of "using"
girls is disgusting and appalling.
I also now think that the reputation of
Laurier is at stake and that it will get
called an
"easy" school to get laid, etc. 1 have always
taken greatpride in Laurier and its reputation
and now I am rethinking my decision.
1 don't think that opinions like these
should be allowed to be printed, especially
when they are generalizations that have no
sound proof. You say that you have a "Cord
Code of Ethics", but this article is reason to
amend these ethics.
I think thatsomething needs to be done to
fix the damage that Zack Weinberg has
caused. I personally will never date anyone
who has his mentality of Laurier girls, and I
would like to call upon the rest of the Laurier
population to do the same. His generaliza-
tions on the whole Laurier population is
absurd. What about the girls who don't act in
apromiscuous manner?
Justice needs to be served for those of us
who don't "put out."
Kimberly Colasanti
Articleshameful
As a loyal reader of The Cord over the last year,
I was shocked and appalled to read Zack
Weinberg's article entitled "A gentleman's
guide to getting laid at WLU". In this very
ungentlemanly and disgusting piece of liter-
ary work, Mr. Weinberg makes clear his com-
plete disrespect for the female students at
WLU.
Whether this article was meant as a satire
or not, there is nothing amusing about the
broad generalizationsand blatantly derogato-
ry comments made by the author. This article
is promoting the degradation ofwomen and
the view that they are to be seenas objects for
sexual pleasure, and is harmful to Laurier's
gender relationships and Laurier women in
general.As afemalestudent attending Laurier,
I am incredibly insulted to be referred to as
"promiscuous by nature."
Such a shameful article should never have
been dispersed among the student popula-
tion.
Carrie El Vos
Howwouldyou feel?
[ am writing this in response to an article that
I read in the online version ofThe Cord Weekly.
The article entitled, "A gentleman's guide to
getting laid at WLU", is (to be perfectly blunt)
incredibly offensive to women. Within the
article, women are referred to as "the enemy"
and "promiscuous by nature," among other
things, I realize that this article may have been
written in jest, but I'm not laughing. As an
intelligentwoman and amember of our com-
munity, I am offended and appalled that this
article was published in The Cord Weekly. The
article implies thatwomen are powerless and
have no control over their lives, simply falling
subject to the advances of males. Itis this type
ofattitude (whetherin jest or not) thatperpet-
uates oppression and violenceagainstwomen
in our society, and until it is considered unac-
ceptable in every fashion, this discrimination
and maltreatment of women will continue.
Think ofyour mother, sister, girlfriend, or any
important woman in your life, and think of
how you would feel ifyou knew thatmen were
viewing her and treating her in this discrimi-
natory way. It's abusive and it's absolutely not
acceptable.
Corinne Carter
Womenare not the enemy
In regards to the awesome article referring to
the author's ability to "pick up girls" through-
outhis university education: How the hell did
you get into university? What you wrote only
reinforces my position that the majority of
university "boys" are uneducated pigs.
Firstly, no matter how many losers "hump"
me at Fubar, neither I, or most of my friends
would lower myself to the point of giving any
guy like you the time ofday. The author ofthis
article sounds like the type of guy we would
laugh at for years to come.
Referring to women as "the enemy" is a
completely baffling statement for me to hear
in 2005. Do you have any idea the number of
idiots who will read this article and take it
totally out of context, increasing the already
astounding number of university sexual
assaults and demeaning acts towards
women?
Don't get me wrong, I'm not an "uptight
feminist." I have heard my share of funny
pick- up stories and don't scareeasily but that
article wasn't evenremotely amusing.
Elaine Nish
Won'tbe getting any
1 am responding to Zack Weinberg's article
titled "A gentleman's guide to getting laid at
WLU". I think that it is disgusting and
extremely uncalled for that you would write
such trash, especially since you are privileged
enoughto attendsuch a highly respected uni-
versity. When I think of university, I assume
that only intelligent people attend it, but you
have gone above and beyond to prove me
wrong.
Whatyou wrote is insulting towomen and
very degrading. Referring to women as the
enemy is totally outrageous. We are individu-
als who have thoughtsand feelings and do not
deserve to be treated that way. Ifwe sleep with
oneman or a million men, it doesn't matter. It
doesn't give you the right to label us the way
you did.
I would appreciate a written apology to
every woman, on campus or not, in your next
issue.
I hopeyou enjoyed your little laugh about
this article, because I'm pretty sure you won't
be getting any for awhile.
CindyYoung
Sarcasm and standards
As a Lauder graduateand former Cord volun-
teer, it is with great pride that I read Zack
Weinberg's piece on how to sleep with
Laurier's women. It's reassuring to see that
The Cord still holds the same notably high
standards for quality and inanity as when 1
was fortunate enoughto have been atWLU (1
shall never forget the joys ofthe "Macks'em"
and "Gay Escapades" years).
Editor Currie, please keep printingthe best
ofstudent writing and 'opinion' in your pages;
Mr. Weinberg truly represents all that is great
about student journalism. And to (former?)
NDP-member President ofWLUSP #2, please
ensure that you make it as easy as possible for
thinly veiled misogyny to have a prominent
place in your publications. Publications, I
should mention, that are funded by the
female students that form the majority of the
WLU student population.
Kudos,boys!
Michael Borrelli
McMaster University
TheCord a rag
How dare you publish an article such as this
week's "A gentleman'sguide..."
This article was demeaning, disgusting,
disrespectful and disappointing. But what
should 1 expect from such a paper as The
Cord?
How can I feel safe walking home from my
nightclass when my ownschool allows filth to
be published in the student rag -1 meannews-
paper - that encourages
the men ofLauder to
believe that all I.aurier women are promiscu-
ous and will have sexwith them foraRed Bull?
I don't know if you'll publish this ... not
because I'm angry about your article, but
because Dan Robert has pulled your funding.
Thank you Dan.
Angela Shea
Editor's Note: WLUSP operates as an indepe-
dent corporation and is completely separate
from the Student's Union. Assuch, neither Dan
Robert nor WLUSU has the power'to "pull
[WLUSP's] funding."as WLUSP generatesand
controls its own income.
Petition circulating
1 am appalled at the article "A gentleman's
guide to getting laid at WLU" written by Zack
Weinberg. A university is not a place where
men should be able to publicly bash females.
We try to promote higher learning, and
through the article you undermine any
aspects of learninganything at all other than
how to coerce women into bed. He is con-
stantly referring to women as objects to be
had, and won, not people. I am by no meansa
feminist in any aspect, but when afellow stu-
dent writes a guide for younger students to
follow, he should be trying toset a standard
for
others to live up to, not leaving a trail offilth for
others to add upon. Women are not objects to
be idolized,nor tilings to be tricked into com-
mitting an act she will one day regret. I am
deeply disappointed at the level of respect
shown by both Wilfrid Laurier University, as
well as Hie Cord, l'here is currently a petition
circulating at the Waterloo campus (it's not at
die Brantford one) demandinga public apol-
ogy, and 1 hopethat this whole ordeal will
end
there - with an apology. We are prepared to
make our publichumiliation yours.
Reacheal Galloway
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Have funwallowing
I'm goingto get straight to the point with this
one. After reading"A gentlemen's guide to get-
ting laid at WLU" 1 to have say that I, as well as
many of my fellow students, were both dis-
gusted and appalled. While this piece definite-
ly had the potential for humour, the disap-
pointment was overwhelming. I can't say I've
ever read such an offensive article in a public
paper.
Now, I've never considered myself to have
feministic values, however, as a first year stu-
dent, still gelling the feel of my surroundings,
and trying tokeep up with Laurier life by read-
ing The Cord Weekly, I certainly did not expect
such generalizations and stereotypical views
toward females. "The young women ofWilfrid
Laurier are promiscuous by nature"? "In one
way or another Laurier girls put out"? Well
before all you
'Laurier gentlemen' get excited.
I'd just like to state that not all Laurier girls fit
this preconceived notion like the paper
seemed to suggest. In fact, I'm not sure what
you were thinking, Zack: your picture was
above the article. It's doubtful that you're ever
going to get another girl again. Have fun wal-
lowingin pity widi the $200 worth ofposters.
Allison Kyle
"Run-by humping" notfun
On behalf of all the females I know here at
Laurier, I would like to thank Zack "Morris"
Weinberg forwriting his article "A gentleman's
guide to getting laid atWLU". Thank you Zack,
for identifying yourself as someone I should
avoid when I'm looking for my next date.
Finding a good quality guy can be somewhat
time-consuming and frustrating. By writing
this article
you
have helped out many Cord-
reading women by indicating that you are not
worth our time. If more guys like you would
identify themselves like this, so much time
could be saved by Laurier girls who waste days
or months finding out that a guy is a jerk.
Perhaps I should thank you onbehalf ofall
the men at Laurier too, since by writing this
article you have eliminated yourself from the
competition, slightly increasing every other
male's chance at getting the girl.
Sarcasm aside, I realize that this article was
intended to be humorous,however I fail to see
how it's funny that a guy can sleep with as
many girls as he likes, and even give advice on
how to make this happen, and ends up with
high-fives from his buddies, while the female
party of this encounter is
labeled a slut by
aforementioned buddies and often ends up
hurt and confused. I also fail to see how the
idea of getting humped at Fubar is funny. I
guess that you have neverhad to experience
this since you are a guy,
but I can assure you
that I have never looked back on a run-by
humping and thought, "God, that was great
fun".
Hopefully while you are figuring out your
fourthyear approach togetting laid, you incor-
poratea
little more respect and class into your
routine.
Heather Fellows
Fiction, fantasy and lies
1 am an 18 year old, first year female arts
stu-
dent. This letter is concerning the fantasy
designed by the individual who calls him selfa
gentleman.After the laughter died down, I was
appalled that someonecould describe women
like that. Basically he is saying that we girls
can't wait to get laid, which is ridiculous.
I've
met a lot of girls and none are like what he
describes. Has hemet every single girl oncam-
pus? No. Females are smarter than he thinks;
who would actually fall for his cheesy poster
line? Girls normally don't care how many
Lacoste shirts a guy has.
If a guy has more
clothes than me I stay away.
What's hilariousis this self-proclaimed stud
has assured that the only action he'll see from
now on is in labs; a womanwith a brain would
not fall forhis lines.If I have the (mis) fortune of
running into him when he's in his god com-
plex fantasy mode the only thing he will be
"doing" is removing my foot from his anatomy
-
then he can get a taste of the nature of a
Laurier woman. 1 can think of better things to
do than deal with a guy
who writes almost as
well as he fantasizes. I personally hopethat no
real men would believe this BS since all he is
doing is making guys look bad. Unless we were
really bored, no self-respecting woman would
have anything to do with this kind of guy. This
guysneeds to take a look at himself and ask
why he needs to brag about his conquests,
since a real man doesn't need to brag. Who
really is the promiscuous one?
My advice to females is stay away from guys
like him. To the guys - ignore guys like him or
you'll be very lonely. I wanted to join The Cord
butsince I know what trash they are printing, I
think not. If Zack's article can be published,
the stories that my
8
year
old neighbourwrites
should be too, since they equal the same
tilings. Fiction. Fantasy. Lies.
Jessica Spalding
Gross generalizations
Asa house full offourthyear women (notgirls,
as you refer to us), we all read thepiece "A gen-
tleman's guide to getting laid at WLU". Let's
make it clear - you are not a gentleman. That
headline is misleading and plain wrong.
Zack buddy, dowe go to the same universi-
ty as you? The Wilfrid Laurier you describe
does not resemble the university we attend.
You describe a university that is infested with
bimbos, tarts, sluts and horny students in
search of drunken sexual adventures.
Moreover, we think your article lacked accura-
cy,
substance and truth and was rather sexist
and degrading.You show just how immature
you really are. You write that Laurier girls are
"promiscuous by nature" and "in one way or
another Laurier girls putout".
This is a gross generalization and is offen-
sive to all the women who attend this univer-
sity. Your article neglects to touch upon the
double standard that exists when discussing
the topic of male-female relations. May 1
remind you that your gendernever has to pro-
vide an explanation of your sexual escapades
while women are regarded as 'loose' 'easy' or
'sluts' if they express any kind ofsexual desire.
We are all for freedom of speech but
Weinberg overstepped a boundary. Firstly,
would a racial slur ever be printed in our
school newspaper? Secondly, how does a
misogynist article like Weinberg's get such
valuable and much sought after space in The
Cordl.
The women here at Laurier are strong,
intelligentand beautifuland we think you owe
all of us an apology. Maybe you can dedicate
next week's column to apologizing and beg-
gingfor our forgiveness.
Alexandra Stadnyk
Diary excerpt
I am writing in response to Zach Weinberg's
article. After I read "A gentleman'sguide to get-
ting laid at WLU", 1 was angry. Degrading
womenand unfairly stereotyping men is noth-
ing new (though still unacceptable), but this
article made it seem so sadly natural. Ina black
and white writingstyle, Weinberg describesthe
innovative "rules" for gratifying one's sexual
desires, even declaring that there are faculties
who are more susceptible to his "techniques".
I'm amazed at the emotional inconsideration
he displays for his peers (although it does not
seem that he views or treats them as such).
Most people can dismiss his babble quickly,
but The Cord has still done both sexes an injus-
tice in printing this diary excerpt.
Jenna Bloemendal
Fit for a bathroom stall
Apparently in their search for comic relief The
Cord has abandoned any hope of becoming a
respectable form of media. It has instead
embraced an anything-goes policy allowing
them to print articles which demean and mis-
represent over half ofthe populationat Laurier.
The "Gentleman's guide" article is discriminat-
ing and promotes a negative stereotype which
degrades all Laurier women. I understand we
all want to be entertainedand this article was
probably an ill-advised attempt at humour,
but when you're having alaughatthe expense
of the reputation of all Laurier females, some-
thing is definitely wrong. Here at Laurier we
pride ourselves on having a sense of commu-
nity and a respect for others, so is this how we
treat our fellow peers
- with indignity and
degradation? It's humiliating to know that this
prejudiced opinion has not only been pub-
lished, by the very school of whose students it
insults, but that the professors, friends and
familyofLaurier womenwill be subjected to it.
This article makes meashamed, notofLaurier
women, but of the fact that our school news-
paper would willingly print an article which
demeans and disrespects the entire female
population of Laurier. I find it laughable that
The Cord claims to have a "Code of Ethics"
when it willingly and knowingly publishes an
article like this. This article sounds like some-
thing that should be scribbled on a bathroom
stall, not something that should be published
in our school newspaper. There's no justifica-
tion for publishing an article that promotes
such a negative stereotype of Laurier females.
Freedom of speech can only go so far. Once it
violates and infringes upon another's right to
be free from discrimination it is no longer your
freedomto do so. I sincerely hopeThe Cord will
consider retracting this article or having the
author submit an apology to the Laurier
female body.
Naomi Brown
Faculty memberweighs in
[ am a part-time faculty member at Laurier,
and 1 am relatively new to the school. 1 must
say that 1 impressed with Laurier's reputation
as a distinguished learning center and I am
proud to be a partof it.
Today. 1 was not soprotid. Today, oneofmy
female students in my psychology class
approached me with an article from the
Student Life section of The Cord. She present-
ed me with the article entitled "A gentleman's
guide to getting laid at WLU". The student said
that the article was infuriatingand thatshewas
very disgusted. I, being a fairly radical liberal,
set the students concernsaside and put them
down as a reaction that may have come from
misinterpretation. Until I read the article in its
entirety.
Ifyou have not read the article, I encourage
you to do so. I will share one line from the first
paragraph, "the young women of Wilfrid
Laurier University are promiscuous by nature"
and it only disintegrates into a demoralizing,
humiliating tale of tripe from there.
This article is in no way funny, cute or sar-
donic. Itis depraved, repugnant,demeaningto
women and offensive to women and men
alike. I canonly imagine what the mothers and
fathers of female students are thinking after
reading this article; 1 am sure they are not
impressed. It surely does not convey thatwe as
faculty and a university are creating enlight-
ened, sensitive and educated young men
and
women.
1 encourage free speech and applaud those
who use it to move usout ofcomfort zones and
to challenge traditional frameworks. I am in
favor ofany form ofliterature
or ait that makes
us feel uncomfortable and causes exploration
in uncharted territory. This is none of those
things. This sets men and women back cen-
turies and praises animalistic hunt and con-
quer behaviour.
A more relentless individual might call for
the resignation of the young man that wrote
the piece. However, I would much rather see
the
young man
have to put some artistic
expression into a well-thought out, sincere
apology to the female studentbody and facul-
ty ofWLU. I also believe that this well-thought
out expression should be prominently placed
in Tire Cord so that the other female students
who were too uncomfortable to come forward
and express themselves can see that someone
had to the courage to speak for them. And let
us hopethat no student has to come to me, a
part-time faculty member, with something so
humiliatingever again.
I sincerely appreciate yourtime in this mat-
ter, and only hopethat it be given some con-
sideration.
Camie C.Condon
Boardwoman
KWSexual Assault Support Centre
Sympathy card for mom
After
my roommates
and I read Zack
Weinberg's article, "A gentleman's guide to
getting laid at WLU", the six of us "naturally
promiscuous" girls fought viciously over who
would be the oneto put this misguided fool in
his place.
"Come to Little House and check out my
posters." Is this idiot kidding? No sane and
sober Laurier lass wouldactually go for some
simple-looking first year that, along with his
dimwitted friends, has "The Kiss" plastered on
the wall above his bed. And who resides in
Little House, no less.
As for his comment on second year girls
being in strong favour of public humping at
Fubar, Waterloo's supposed new "meat mar-
ket" (and yes, 1 spelled that correctly), does he
actually think that it's his smooth lines and sly
smile that gets us in
his bed? Ifa bar is given a
reputation before it even opens that it houses
slutty girls and sleazy guys, then that is who
will go there. Not the average
second year
Laurier lady. Those of us females who are in
second year and have an ounce of class go on
Ladies' Night, to dance with our girlfriends and
laugh at all you buffoons who think shoving
your hands down our waistbands is going to
get us hot.
Offering to get a girl high after class - you
think this clever? What stressed-out, sexy
Laurier lady would turn down a free joint, from
ANYONE?
And no, I might not be in third year. But I
highly doubt that onmy checklist of character
traits for the perfect guy I'd write Red Bull and
Pearl Jam DVDs.
A tip to all those "wingmen" out there: quit
assisting your sex-challengedfriend and go get
your own princess. Also, if you think you're
doingyour buddy and"the dragon" a favour
by sleeping with 'the ugly chick', think again.
That savvy dragon caught onto your game a
long time ago. She's homy, and SHE feels sorry
forYOU.
i had to laughwhen 1 got to his 'informative'
blurb on fourth year girls. Does he actually
believe a pin-sized croc will help his cock?
Lacoste shirts cost $5.00 on eßay. A word of
advice toMr. Weinberg: save the $5.00, and buy
your mother a sympathy card from all of us
girls at WLU that reads:
"We're sorry that you have to be the one
responsible for your son's pathetic existence.
But it's not too late! Save all of us here from
another useless and fact-less piece in the
school paper, by enrolling him in the nearest
charm school as soonas humanly possible."
Kudos, Zack. I'm sure you were beyond
proud of yourself when till your sexual statis-
tics actually made their way past The Cord's
editors and into the paper. But my opinion?
Stick to biology. At least that way you can look
at the female body in a textbook, because I
don't think any girl at WLU that is still breath-
ing is ever again going to show you hers.
Natalie Giorgio
Publishing crap
I suggest you develop some new screening
policies for your articles before you publish
them.
After reading Zack Weinberg's article, "A
gentleman's guide to getting laid at WLU", I
can see that the executives at The Cord have no
idea what they are doing. To let such a huge
generalization about the women of Wilfrid
Laurier be heard in The Cord was a mistake
and shouldn't happen again. Weinberg has
come across as a chauvinist pig, and I hopehis
social life and sex life are destroyed. Women
make up about 60 per cent of the population
here at WLU, and to suggest that more than
halfofour students are promiscuous and slut-
ty is justplain wrong.
The one good thing that may come of this
article? Laurier girls now know to stay away
from the likes of you.
And to The Cord: Don't publish this kind of
crap anymore. Thankyou.
Kim McLean
Bettershared over beers
I think the "Gentleman's guide to getting laid"
was inappropriate and disrespectful for a
school newspaper to publish. It would have
been better being shared over a couple beers
with some drunken friends, and not with the
whole student body. But not only wasit lacking
in wit, it was also the dumbest thing I have
seen at Laurier yet. Now all of us "promiscu-
ous" Laurier girls know your lame excuses for
"tricks of the trade". My advice is to change
your nameifyou ever expect any one
of us girls
to "put out" in your direction ever again.
Katie DeSilva
Triumph andloss
I object strongly to the recent article saying all
Laurier women "put out" and are "promiscu-
ous by nature". 1 was disappointed and
appalled to see this article in The Cord at all;
and even more disturbed to find that the
Student Life Editor is a woman. A campus
newspaper should reflect the values and opin-
ions ofthe student body it is attempting torep-
resent. I am sickened and embarrassed to be
part of a community that notonly accepts, but
also consciously endorses misogyny and the
objectification of women. To consider sex a
game, or worse, a war (1 believe you referred to
women as "the enemy") is to reduce your
unfortunate victims to statistics of triumph
and loss. Clearly you have no respect for
women. I hopethat before you coax any more
17-year-olds into your room with your pathet-
ic, manipulative games, you will realize that we
are nothere for your entertainment. I suggest
that you be relieved of your writing duties for
The Cord.
Laura Collins
Douchebag
I just wanted to let you know that I think the
Editor of The Cord is a douche bag. I'm an
alumnus and The Cord is anembarrassment to
my degree.
Mike Higgins
Losing confidence
I have been disappointed with the quality of
The Cordforthe past couple ofweeks and have
finally decided to voice my concerns. The
Cords letter policy can be foundonline stating
that"The Cord reserves the right notto publish
material that is deemed to be libelous or in
contravention with the Cord's Code of Ethics
or journalistic standards." I am appalled that
while I must follow these guidelines, the news-
paper's own journalists are not held account-
able to this policy. I am speaking specifically in
regard to Zach Weinberg's article, "A gentle-
man's guide to getting laid atWLU". I do not
appreciate being falsely generalized as a girl
who is naturally "promiscuous" orwho will put
out "in one way or another." We have to ask
ourselves whether or not this is worthwhile
and enlightening material that we want to be
reading in our student newspaper. I do not
think we should be tolerating an article (or a
newspaper that chooses to print such an arti-
cle, for that matter) promoting alack ofrespect
towards women.
However, Zack Weinberg'spiece is not the
only thing that has me concerned; I am also
disturbed by the apparent lack of school pride
displayed in the past couple of weeks and,
more specifically, onthe cover page in the last
edition. 1 am losing confidencein a paper that
relies on another university's newspaper for
articles that can be published as one of our
cover stories. Especially when this particular
article certainly does not give our football team
the credit it deserves!
J.C. Baker
Editor's Note: The article "Why Laurier football
siicks" was written specifcally for The Cord by
The Silhouette!s Sports Editor and never
appeared in The Silhouette. The CordS Sports
Editor, Mike Brown, wrote a companion piece
forThe Silhouette.
Disturbing image of males
Luring innocent 17-year-olds back to aposter-
filled bedroom, taking advantage of women
undertheinfluenceofdrugsoralcohol...Zack
Weinberg is clearly every woman's dream with
his supply ofRed Bull and Pearl Jam DVDs. I'm
sure I too would fall "completely helpless" to
his collection of shirts as so many have appar-
ently done before.
But the "Gentleman's guide" thatWeinberg
proposes delves into more than meaningless
flings and one-night stands. His suggestions of
luring, bribing and offering incentives for
youngwomen to "put
out" dangerously draw
connections to sexual harassment and assault.
The several staff members I spoke to at
Laurier's counseling and health services were
just as outraged at the publication of this sort
of obscene material.
Weinberg's article will unfortunately have a
lasting effect on several members ofour com-
munity. He degradedand insulted the female
students of the university, who won't soonfor-
get such statements as "The young women of
Wilfrid Laurier University are promiscuous by
nature." He also created a disturbing image of
the average Laurier male, one that I hope is
untrueofmost guys on campus. Finally, he dis-
credited the work ofall Cord contributors with
this disgusting display of "Student Life". I am
extremely disappointedwhen 1see this kind of
failed article in a newspaper that is capable of
so much more.
I am ashamed that the money every Laurier
student contributes to publications has been
used to duplicate and reproduce this piece of
offensive, degrading material. The Cord
Weekly, the newspaper that claims to be "the
tie that binds", the newspaper that represents
the entire student body, has openly insulted
and belittled its entire female population. Is
this the best newspaper that we are capable of
producing?
I have enclosed a petition stating that this
article is offensive and demeaning, and that
we, the students, demand a formal apology
from the author and the Editor-in-Chief. The
375 signatures of this petition were gathered in
only two days. I'm sure numerous other stu-
dents express the same sentiment
- that sex-
ism is not something we want to promote at
this university.
LucyVanderhelm
Ashamedto work forWLUSP
As a member ofWLUSR I feel ashamed that a
department of our organization would resort
to publishing such a trashy article ("A gentle-
man's guide to getting laid at WLU") that I
believe was clearly designed simply toprovoke
the student body. Congratulations, your tactic
worked. Here's my opinion. The women who
have had the misfortune of sleepingwith Zack
Weinberg are hardly representative of the
entire female populationof Laurier. To usethe
blanket statement, that "Laurier girls putout",
does a disservice to the women of Laurier and
promotes a chauvinistic and potentially dam-
aging attitude. In this day and age, if a woman
decides to engage
in a sexual relationship it
does not mean that she is "promiscuous by
nature". What does Weinberg really know
about these flings and onenight stands that he
himself participated in? By his own numbers,
he is the only verifiably promiscuous one in
this article. Furthermore it angers me that the
article was entitled "A gentleman's guide..."
when clearly the method outlined is nothing
more than the crude and juvenileattempts of
a young man who lets his penis run the show.
Zack Morris never would have had to resort to
using such tactics to get the girl.
Virginia Wood
Keystone Editor-in-Chief
Letter Policy:
All letters to the editor must be signed and sub-
mitted with the author's name, student identifi-
cation number, and telephone number. Letters
must be received by 12pm Tuesday on disk, or
via e-mail at letters@cordweekty.com with
the subject heading of Coro 'otter.' Letters
must be typed or easily legible and may not
exceed 350 words. The Cord reserves the right
to edit any letter for brevity and clarity. Spelling
and grammar will be corrected. The Cord
reserves the right to reject any letter, in whole
or in part.
The Cord reserves the right not to publish
material that is deemed to be libelous or in
contravention with the Cord's Code of Ethics or
journalisticstandards.
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Alas, McMaster would simply
not
go away. Backup quarterback
Jon Behie promptly aired out a 50-
yard bomb to Kitchener native BJ
Malott and pulled his troops with-
in a score. When the Marauders'
defence stifled the Laurier attack,
the stage was set to bring the
nightmarish collapse to comple-
tion.
Behie consistently picked on
cornerback Jahmeeks Beckford,
apparently unfazed by Beckford's
32-yard third quarter interception,
as he marched his men into the
Laurier red-zone. With Mac sitting
on the three-yard line with three
chances to reach the Promised
Land, disappointment seemed but
a foregone conclusion.
With Mac on the three-yard line
with three chances to reach the
Promised Land, disappointment
seemed a foregone conclusion.
Laurier almost escaped on first
down when linebacker Jesse
Alexander nearly picked off a short
Behie pass. The Marauders then
madea major mental error, suffer-
ing a loss of down due to a time
clock violation. Surely, the Laurier
defence couldn't escape this
unscathed, could they?
Unfortunately for McMaster
fans, they could. Those final three
yards were just beyond die reach
of wide receiver Vaughn Swart, as
Behie's toss hit the turf and the
Marauders hit the road on the los-
ing end of a thrilling 33-26 Hawks
win.
"A lot closer thanwe wanted it to
be," noted relieved kicker Brian
Devlin after the win. In fact, with-
out Devlin's outstanding perform-
ance, the win may well have been
in doubt. In his best performance
ina long time, he notched two sin-
gles, two field goals, and forced
two safeties, mostly in the first half
to help accrue a 16-4 half-time
advantage.
There were other positives as
well. Defensive end Brandon Keks
tallied back-to-back sacks late in
the first half, giving him seven on
the season to lead the nation.
Offensively,
Pyear spread the
ball amongst his
receivers far more
than in weeks past
when Wright has
been his primary
target. Five
receivers had multi-
ple grabs, with Agro
and Baechler leading the way.
"We were pretty upset this week
about the article that was written
in the paper, talking about how
their receivers outclassed us,"
explained Agro. "I think we take a
lot of pride in our quality of
receivers, and we definitely
showed that today - we outper-
formed them."
At the midway point in the sea-
son, Laurier sits in a tie for first
with a perfect 4-0 record.
Still, one can't help but wonder
if the Hawks have enough to take
down the undefeated Western
Mustangs in two weeks time - the
same Mustangs that disposed of
McMaster by 24, not just seven.
Says Head Coach Gary Jeffries,
"We'll worry about Western on
Saturday at about, oh, 6:00." In the
meantime, the Hawks are busy
preparing for this weekend's
Homecoming game with the
cross-town Waterloo Warriors (2-
3). Game time is 2:oopm at
University Stadium.
Sandra Howard
BACK WITH A VENGEANCE - After missing two weeks with an ankle injury, Yannick Carter (left) returns to run down
McMaster quarterback Jon Behie. Carter had two solo tackles in Saturday's 33-26 win.
Sports
Stalemate at the stadium
Scoring woes continue for Laurier's women's soccer team, as they bottled to a 0-0
draw with the Windsor Lancers in a dreary Sunday afternoon affair
LAUREN MILLET
Cord Sports
The Laurier Golden Hawks
women's soccer team played host
to the Windsor Lancers this past
dismal Sunday afternoon. Under a
cloud-covered sky, the Lady
Hawks attempted to improve their
1-2 status.
The game began with a few
quick offensive attacks by both
teams; however, neither succeed-
ed in penetrating the defence. The
Hawks' midfield worked vigorous-
ly to keep the ball out of Laurier's
end and away from the keeper. As
thehalf drew to a close, the score-
board remained blank as the only
scoring attempts missed wide.
The second half opened with an
immediate attack by the Lancers,
but Laurier was ready and quickly
cleared the ball from their end.
They instantly countered with an
attack of their own but ended up
shooting wide. Laurier began to
push aggressively for the first goal
yet still had difficulty breaking
through the Lancers' defence.
As the end of the second half
drew near, the score was still 0-0
and both teams were beginning to
grow desperate. Laurier made one
last valiant effort to take the lead
but their tired legs just couldn't
provide enough kick. Their last
scoring opportunities went wide
and the Lancers' defence deflected
the Hawks' corner kick. The game
ended 0-0, each team going home
with one point.
After the game, Coach Barry
MacLean felt that his team, "per-
formed a lot better this weekend
than last," and added, "it was a
tough game and 0-0 was probably
a pretty good result."
This was an important game for
both teams, as Windsor sits right
on Laurier's tail in the standings.
Coach MacLean noted, "When we
play them again in a couple of
weeks, it's going to be a much big-
ger situation."
The Lady Hawks are now 1-2-1
and hold a one-point lead over
Windsor for the third and final
playoff spot in the OUA West divi-
sion.
Matt Symes
Palmeiro: 3000 hits
and not an ounce
ofcharacter
JOETURCOTTE
With the baseball season winding
down, the playoff chase is starting
to heat up. All around the league,
teams are vying for one of the few
remaining playoff spots. It's in
times like these that you hope you
have good, strong teammateswho
will bail you out if you're in a rut.
Players like leter and Pujols; play-
ers with character and substance.
When you don't have character
guys, you probably aren't going
very far.
Which brings me to the
Baltimore Orioles. For years
they've been throwing cash
around in an attempt to beat out
the beasts of the AL East (Boston
and New York) and for years
they've failed. Sure, they have tal-
ent, but something is missing -
maybe it's character.
See, the Orioles have been look-
ing at Rafael Palmeiro as a sort of
leader ever since Cal Ripken Ir. left
town. Maybe that's why they can't
win. Sure, Raffie has put up some
big numbers over his career - hell,
he's got over 3000 hits and 500
home runs - but he doesn't seem
to have the integrity or authority
of a leader.
From what I understand, lead-
ers don't rat out their teammates.
From what I can tell, leaders don't
make excuses and try to cover
their asses. From what I know,
leaders take their lumps like men
(or women), do the time for their
crimes and move on. But not
Raffie, so he's no leader in my
books.
When Palmeiro went before
Congress, waved his little finger
and denied being on steroids, he
was a leader. He took a stand and
he did it with conviction and
authority. Oh, but how things can
change; after Raffie got caught in
his own bold-faced lie, he started
looking a little different.
First, he said he'd never taken
steroids and couldn't understand
how the "juice" got in his system -
as if we'd never heard that excuse
before. But what he did next was
unconscionable. He tried to throw
the blame over to a teammate. He
tried to throw Miguel Tejada under
the wheels of his own personal
getaway bus.
When asked how steroids could
have possibly gotten into his sys-
tem, Palmeiro said that it could've
been the vitamin 812 he got from
Miggie. There's one problem here,
though. Miggie's never failed a
test, and when his supply of 812
was checked, it came out clean.
So, something doesn't quite add
up.
But why in the world would
Palmeiro name names, especially
after he seemed so upset when
lose Canseco called him out in his
book on 'roids? Why would Raffie
knowingly link a teammate to
steroids and put him through the
hell that being part of the 'roids
discussion entails? I don't know,
and I'm sure that our moustache-
wearing, Viagra-popping rat will
have an answer - but I don't know
if I'll believe him.
For
now, we'll have to wait
for
answers, as the Orioles have
shut
down Raffie for the season and,
possibly, his career. I don't know
how the Orioles could welcome
Palmeiro back next season know-
ing that his production is down
and his character is in question,
and I don't know if any other team
will take a chance on him with all
his baggage. It's time for Palmeiro
to just fade away and pray that
he
gets a ticket to Cooperstown,
because even with numbers as big
as his, Palmeiro should realize that
character counts too.
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Hawks escape
Mac scare
- from HAWKS , cover
■The Cord Weho?l
Soccer Hawks top cellar-dwelling Lancers
Though it took them a while to get it together, Laurier
scored three unanswered goals to remain undefeated
SINEAD IRVINE
Cord Sports
The Laurier men's soccer team
took to the field Sunday afternoon
looking to continue their unbeat-
en streak against the visiting
Windsor Lancers.
The Golden Hawks' streak was
in danger early in the game, as the
last place team in the OUA West
capitalized within the first ten
minutes. Trailing 1-0, the Hawks
appeared unusually sloppy; a lack
of communication and limited
shots on net provided them with
few opportunities.
At the midway point of the half,
the Hawks managed to equalize
when rookie Damir Hadziavdic
took advantage of a high ball, con-
trolling it onto his foot and direct-
ly into the Lancers' net.
Both teams failed to score for
the remainder of the half, ending
the first 45 minutesat one apiece.
Head Coach Barry MacLean
admitted his disappointment with
their performance, confessing,
"We were lucky to come out 1-1 at
the half."
After taking the time to regroup,
the Hawks changed their focus
and entered the second half with
renewed motivation. Lucas
Martin, Jason Lyall and Miguel
Knox put the pressure on the
Lancers, creating numerous scor-
ing chances down the wings and
around the net.
At the 30-minute mark of the
second half, Chris Di Übaldo got
his head on a corner ball and
slammed it in to give Laurier their
first lead of the game. Knox and
Hadziavdic continued to shoot,
narrowly missing the net and hit-
ting the ball a few inches wide.
The Hawks retained their lead
as Lyall and company held off the
visiting Lancer side. With Laurier
ahead and only two minutes left in
the game, Windsor was awarded
two free kicks in front of the
Laurier net.
The Lancers couldn't net the
equalizer though, and shortly
thereafter, Hadziavdic tore up the
field and broke through the
Lancer defence to score his sec-
ond goal of the game, and ensure
the Laurier win with a final score
of 3-1 in Laurier's favour.
After the game, Coach MacLean
expressed his thoughts: "Overall, I
was disappointed in the teams'
performance... but it's a very good
result for us at the end of the day."
"We were a lot more committed
in the second half," added
MacLean. "We were more aggres-
sive and created a lot more scoring
chances."
The Hawks, who remain unde-
feated and are ranked tenth in the
country, will face Waterloo at
home this Friday night as they
hope to extend their undefeated
streak to five games.
Matt Symes
PUTTING THE BEST FOOT FORWARD - Third-year forward Miguel Knox, one of Laurier's most consistent offensive
threats, tees up in Sunday action against the Windsor Lancers. The Hawks won 3-1 to improve to 3-0-1 on the year.
SPORTS INBRIEF
Women's Lacrosse
Hawks nest at familiar spot atop OUA
The Hawks opened their 2005
campaign with three impressive
wins over the weekend. They
downedWestern 14-3, McMaster
11-6, and Guelph 19-2. OUA
MVP Erica Howard had nine
goals and two assists, while
Kirsten Gerrie added seven goals
and three assists of her own.
Men's Baseball
Diamond Hawks soar to surprising start
Laurier traveled to Hamilton on
Saturday, where they stole a pair
from the struggling McMaster
Marauders, 9-8 and 4-3, to move
into a tie for the OUA lead with
the Brock Badgers. Jon Leyland
and Tim Lawrence recorded the
wins in relief, and Robbie
Thompson picked up his fourth
and fifth saves of the season.
Cross Country
Fox leads the iva/ in London
Erin Fox posted a time of 19:03 in
the five-kilometer run at the
Western Invitational over the
weekend, good for a ninth-place
finish and Laurier's best individ-
ual result in years. In the field of
17, the women's team finished
ninth, while the men had the dis-
tinction of finishing last.
Women's Rugby
ladies win a squeaker in Peterborough
Thanks to trys from Lindsay
Wood and Tracy Thomson, and a
key penalty kick from veteran
Missy Paterak, the Hawks man-
aged to take a tight 13-10 affair
from the Trent Excalibur on
Friday night to move to 2-1.
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GOLDEN HAWK
UPDATE
Week of
Sept 25 - Oct'2, 2005
09/19/05
M Baseball 9, McMaster 8
M Baseball 4, McMaster 3
09/21/05
M Rugby 10, Windsor 20
09/23/05
W Rugby 13, Trent 10
09124/05
M Football 33, McMaster 26
09/24/05
W Lacrosse 14, Western 3
09/25/05
W Lacrosse 11, McMaster 6
W Lacrosse 19, Guelph 2
09/25/05
M Rugby 14, McMaster 59
09/25/05
W Soccer 0, Windsor 0
09/25/05
M Soccer 3, Windsor 1
UPCOMING HOME GAMES
09/29/05
Golf - Laurier Invitational
Grey Silo
09/30/05
W/M Soccer vs Waterloo
1:00/3:00 PM, University Stadium
10/01/05
M Football vs Waterloo,
2:00 PM
,
University Stadium
Homecoming Weekend
LIVE ON 570 News
10/01/05
W Rugbv vs York
1:00PM, Fillers Field
10/02/05
W Lacrosse vs McGill/Queen's
12:00/4:00PM, University Stadium
10/02/05
MBaseball vs Western
1:00 PM, Bechtei Park
LAURIER BOOKSTORE
ATHLETES OF THE WEEK
Chris Di Übaldo
Men's Soccer
Erica Howard
Women's Lacrosse
www.laurierathletics.com
Laurier Career Services
the cornerstone of a great career
Teacher Education Information Sessions
www. wlu. ca/career
Tuesday, October 4 -Senate and Board Chamber
11 a.m. - Noon University of Waikato (New Zealand)
Noon - 1 p.m. Travel CUTS Studying Abroad/CANTEACH
I p.m. - 2 p.m. University of Baflarat (Australia)
p.m. - 3 p.m. Univeisity of New England (Australia)
10 a.m. -11 a.m. University of Windsor
II a.m. - Noon Applying to Teacher Education Programs in Ontario
Noon - 1 p.m. Nipissing University
1 p.m. - 2 p.m. University of Ontario Institute of Technology
2 p.m. - 3 p.m. University of Ottawa
p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Careers in Education Discussion Panel ,
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Dildoes, bondage, porn stars and Ed the Sock. Features Editor Blair Forsyth-Stark speaks frankly with the mov 
adult entertainment industry to flesh out their views on sexual liberation, exploration and the latest in this season's str 
Bingemans is typically associated 
with wholesome family days spent 
in the water park and playing mini-
putt, but this weekend they attract-
ed a much different crowd. 
Hosted by The Stag Shop, Erotica 
2005 featured two full days of sexu-
al exploration and presentations 
aimed at the continually expanding 
market of sexually liberated indi-
viduals. 
Armed with a tape recorder and 
an open mind, I ventured down to 
Bingemans this past Friday after-
noon to learn more about the grow-
ing sex industry by attending prod-
uct demonstrations, sexy seminars, 
and hell, even interviewing a few 
porn stars. It's all in a day's work. 
With the sex industry burgeoning 
as sexuality becomes more main-
stream, an event like Erotica 2005 is 
now appealing to the masses, no 
longer reserved for the creepy old 
men loitering in the back of porno 
shops. 
"It's no longer a back alley busi-
ness," explains Jennifer Jean, Public 
Relations Director for The Stag 
Shop. Citing the aesthetics of the 
store as helping to attract more cus-
tomers, Jean continued that The 
Stag Shop has "grown aggressively 
in the last five years." 
"People are more comfortable 
talking about sex and having fun 
with sex," says Jean. "We're selling 
more and more every year, we're 
beating sales records from previous 
years." 
curiosity. 
Aside from a few couples that 
were decked out in leather and ani-
mal print, most of the swingers 
looked like · normal 
young to middle-aged 
couples, with an Having never met an actual 
swinger or fetishist (at least not 
that I was aware of), I approached 
unadulterated sense of 
openness and fun 
towards sex. There 
were several 'alterna-
tive' organizations on 
hand, including Club 
2250, Tryst Magazine, 
and Kitchener's own 
Friday night's festivities with a 
sense of excitement and genuine 
curiosity. 
This is the third annual Erotica 
event put on by The Stag Shop, and 
this year's theme was "Bigger is 
Better". Indeed it was, as the week-
end event attracted over 2000 
attendees, more than any other 
year. 
Friday night's show was aptly 
titled the "Lifestyles Event", cater-
ing to alternative lifestyles such as 
the gay, lesbian, bi-sexual and two-
spirited community, as well as 
swingers and fetishists. 
Having never met an actual 
swinger or fetishist (at least not that 
I was aware of), I approached 
Friday night's festivities with a 
sense of excitement and genuine 
Club Renaissance. 
Also, the evening fea-
tured two fashion 
shows; a lingerie show and a "Strap-
On Fashion Show". 
Saturday's events included an 
NWWL wrestling performance, a 
Rock'N Lingerie show, and a Bif 
Naked concert. CityTV's Ed the 
Sock and Liana K. were on hand 
both nights, answering questions 
from the audience and shooting 
photos for Liana's upcoming calen-
dar. The show featured 25 vendors 
selling anything from lubes and 
lotions to bondage gear and strap-
ons. 
Relationship guru Rebecca 
Rosenblat, aka Dr. Date, was pres-
ent on Saturday night to do an on-
stage presentation, and sign copies 
of her book How to Drive Your 
Lover Wild with Pleasure. Also in 
attendance were three female adult 
film stars and two Penthouse Pets, 
signing photos and selling copies of 
their DVDs and magazines. 
I had a chance to sit down and 
talk to Ed the Sock, Liana K., Dr. 
Date, and the film and print stars 
about sex, love and relationships in 
university life. Since the show was 
centered around open sexual atti-
tudes, I asked the 'experts' whether 
they thought university students 
should be as open with their sexu-
ality as the attendees of Erotica. 
Adult film star Summer Sinn 
indicated that "the more knowl-
edge [students] have, the better off 
they're going to be," while 
Rosenblat cautioned that "you 
need to be comfortable in your own 
body before you can share it with 
someone else." 
When asked what relationship 
advice she'd share with students, 
Liana K. offered this piece of wis-
dom: "You can live without [them]. 
Don't get caught up in this whole 
trap of'Oh, there will never be any-
one like him or her again.' No, there 
won't be anyone exactly like them, 
but you'll find somebody that's 
good for other reasons." 
Katja Kassin, a German adult film 
star with a university education, 
advised students to "separate the 
relationship from the studies. A lot 
of people involve their partner too 
much in what they do. First of all, it 
gets boring and second of all, you 
have to be able to build past that." 
Summer Sinn and Melissa Doll also 
advised students to always practice 
safe sex. 
In response to what they wished 
they'd known when they were in 
university, or of university age, 
Penthouse Pet Gina Austin recom-
mended that students "don't rush 
to settle down, take your time," 
whereas Dr. Date wished she'd 
known "that most of the stuff we get 
upset over as young adults isn't all 
that important." A strong-willed Ed 
the Sock insists he "hasn't learned 
anything in all those years." 
After having spent two days with 
people who were so comfortable 
and upfront about their sexuality, I 
left the show on ahigh. Being sur-
rounded by people who were so 
truthful and honest about their 
personal preferences was refresh-
ing. 
Although shows like Sex and the 
City, The L Word, and Show Me 
Yours (to name a few) have main-
streamed certain sexual issues by 
allowing characters to earnestly 
discuss them, I still find that my 
peers are not as willing or as com-
fortable in 
sex lives. 
As J 
"A lot 
nertoo 
First of 
students 
! a t u r e s  
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y  w i t h  t h e  m o v e r s  a n d  s h a k e r s  o f  t h e  
h i s  s e a s o n ' s  s t r a p - o n  w e a r .  
p a r a t e  t h e  
1 d i e s .  A  l o t  
m r t n e r  t o o  
r s t  o f  a l l ,  i t  
o f  a l l ,  y o u  
p a s t  t h a t . "  
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•  d a y s  w i t h  
J m f o r t a b l e  
s e x u a l i t y ,  I  
B e i n g  s u r -
o  w e r e  s o  
J o u t  t h e i r  
1 s  r e f r e s h -
e x  a n d  t h e  
S h o w  M e  
L a v e  m a i n -
i s s u e s  b y  
e a r n e s t l y  
d  t h a t  m y  
o r  a s  c o m -
f o r t a b l e  i n  b e i n g  o p e n  a b o u t  t h e i r  
s e x  l i v e s .  
A s  J e n n i f e r  J e a n  e x p l a i n s ,  e v e r  
s i n c e  t h e  d o u b l e  c o h o r t  " u n i v e r s i t y  
t h i n k  i t ' s  b e c a u s e  t h e y  w e r e  a b l e  t o  
s p e n d  t h e  w e e k e n d  b e i n g  t r u e  t o  
t h e m s e l v e s  w i t h o u t  f e a r  o f  r e p e r -
c u s s i o n  o r  r i d i c u l e .  
S e x  i s  a  n a t u r a l  
" A  l o t  o f  p e o p l e  i n v o l v e  t h e i r  p a r t -
a n d  w o n d e r f u l  t h i n g  
a n d  p e o p l e  s h o u l d n ' t  
b e · a f r a i d  t o  b e  h o n e s t  
a b o u t  i t .  I ' m  n o t  s u g -
g e s t i n g  t h a t  y o u  s t a r t  
a t t e n d i n g  c l a s s e s  i n  
f u l l - o u t  b o n d a g e  g e a r  
( b u t  a l l  t h e  m o r e  
n e r  t o o  m u c h  i n  w h a t  t h e y  d o .  
F i r s t  o f  a l l ,  i t  g e t s  b o r i n g  a n d  s e c -
o n d  o f  a l l ,  y o u  h a v e  t o  b e  a b l e  t o  
b u i l d  p a s t  t h a t . "  
p o w e r  t o  y o u  i f  y o u  
w a n t  t o ) ;  I  j u s t  t h i n k  
- K a t j a  K a s s i n ,  A d u l t  F i l m  S t a r  
t h a t  a s  u n i v e r s i t y  s t u -
d e n t s  w e  h a v e  t h e  
s t u d e n t s  a r e  g e t t i n g  y o u n g e r  a n d  
y o u n g e r .  Y o u  m i g h t  f i n d  t h a t  s t u -
d e n t s  e n t e r i n g  f i r s t  o r  s e c o n d  y e a r  
s t i l l  m i g h t  b e  a  b i t  r e l u c t a n t  t o  
c o m e  i n t o  a d u l t  s t o r e s , "  s h e  s a i d ,  
a d d i n g  t h a t  " t h i r d  a n d  f o u r t h  y e a r  
s t u d e n t s  a r e  p r o b a b l y  m o r e  t h e  
b r e a d t h  o f  [ S t a g  S h o p ]  c u s t o m e r s .  
T h e y  s e e m  t o  u n d e r s t a n d  t h e m -
s e l v e s  a  b i t  m o r e ,  b e  a  b i t  m o r e  
c o m f o r t a b l e  w i t h  t h e i r  s e x u a l i t y ,  
a n d  t h e y  m i g h t  e v e n  b e  m o r e  w i l l -
i n g  t o  b u y  p r o d u c t s . "  
H a v i n g  c o m e  a w a y  f r o m  t h e  
s h o w  w i t h  a  l o t  o f  n e w  k n o w l e d g e ,  
o n e  t h i n g  t h a t  s t u c k  w i t h  m e  w a s  
h o w  g e n u i n e l y  h a p p y  t h e  i n d i v i d u -
a l s  i n  a t t e n d a n c e  s e e m e d ,  a n d  I  
o p p o r t u n i t y  a n d  e n e r -
g y  t o  r e a l l y  e x p l o r e  o u r  s e x u a l  
d e s i r e s ,  a n d  w e  s h o u l d n ' t  d e n y  o u r -
s e l v e s  b e c a u s e  w e  d o n ' t  w a n t  t o  
l a b e l l e d  a  s l u t  o r  a  w h o r e .  
G o  d o w n  t o  T h e  S t a g  S h o p  o n  
K i n g  S t r e e t  a n d  h a v e  a  l o o k  a r o u n d .  
T h e y  h a v e  l o t s  o f  i n t e r e s t i n g  t h i n g s ,  
a n d  t h e  s t a f f  a r e  v e r y  h e l p f u l  a n d  
h a v e  h e a r d  e v e r y  q u e s t i o n  a l r e a d y ,  
s o  t h e r e ' s  n o  n e e d  t o  b e  e m b a r -
r a s s e d .  L e a r n i n g  a b o u t  y o u r  s e x u a l -
i t y  i s  a n  i m p o r t a n t  p a r t  o f  p e r s o n a l  
d e v e l o p m e n t ,  s o  d o  a s  P e n t h o u s e  
P e t  M e l i s s a  J a c o b s  a d v i s e s  a n d  
" h a v e  f u n  w i t h  i t ,  e x p e r i m e n t ,  h a v e  
a  g o o d  t i m e  a n d  t r y  n e w  t h i n g s . "  
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International
CIIA event
attracts
close to 300
Millennium Project director John McArthur addressed a
full house at the CIGI building on Friday evening about
extreme poverty in the Third World
TONY FERGUSON
InternationalEditor
Just down the road from WLU, a
crowd of nearly 300 gathered at
the Centre for International
Governance Innovation(CIGI) this
past Friday night to hear UN
Millennium Project Director John
McArthur speak on Third World
poverty.
The event was organized by the
Canadian Institute of
International Affairs (CILA).
"Id like to talk about the world
we live in," McArthur began. We
don't get a chance to think about
this world very often, he pointed
out and "there are a lot of people
we don't know anything about: bil-
lions."
McArthur started with a "three-
minute description" of the world
economy breaking it down into
what he called three "speeds."
"These people are at the bottom of
the ladder. Actually, they're not even
on the ladder"
- John McArthur, Millennium Project Director
Thefirst speed is the part we live
in, the rich world which has been
blessed with an "economic mira-
cle." The second speed has people
living in extreme poverty, but with
rapid rates of progress and social
mobility. Then, there's the third
speed, which is more like no
speed, according to McArthur.
"These people are at the bottom
of the ladder. Actually, they're not
even on the ladder," he said.
These are the people living in
parts of Southeast Asia, Northeast
India, Africa and Central Asia, who
die "silent, voiceless deaths."
"This isn't the poverty you see
on Yonge Street, this is extreme
poverty," he said.
The deaths aren't completely
voiceless though, at least not in
recent years, as the world is begin-
ning to take more notice. This is
the initiative set forth by the UN's
Millennium Development Goals
that address people's need to lead
productive lives.
"These are the things you need
to stay alive," says McArthur of the
goals. In parts of the Third World,
or the third speed of the world
economy, the things that people
need to stay alive are nearly non-
existent.
"So think about what that
means if you're a poor person ...
you can't grow enough food to
feed your family, you can't afford
to have your child go to school
because you have no money," he
said.
According to McArthur, when
politicians debate over trivial
things like aid prices and privatiz-
ing suppliers, it wastes time. It pre-
vents supplies and funds from get-
ting to where they should be.
However, he also says that
nations don't need to bend over
backwards in giving foreign aid,
for the investments neededto pro-
vide "an incredible boost of
resources" to the developing
world would only require half a
percent of national income from
the rich world for a year.
"What they decide is of monu-
mental importance to what these
[Millennium Development] goals
can achieve," said McArthur.
"So where does Canada fit in?"
he asked rhetorically.
We are currently providing just
over 0.3 per-
cent of our
GDP in aid. By
2015, we can
provide 0.7
percent with
no loss in eco-
nomic growth,
because we are
part of the first
speed econo-
my.
"So can we afford it? We can't
afford not to do it,"he said.
Canada just needs to set a tar-
get, McArthur says. "How can you
be a voice for multilateralism in
the world when you don't even
support the target which, by the
way, Mr. Pearson put on the map
in 1969," he said.
Canada just needs a plan to do
it. We need to set a timetable and a
practical path.
But nations aren't the only ones
who are taking up the cause.
Businessmen, philanthropists, sci-
entists and international develop-
ment experts have come together
to tackle extreme poverty. They
formed Millennium Promise, a
group that came into existence
only threeweeks ago.
A powerful documentary, fea-
turing actress Angelina lolie and
renowned economist Dr. Jeffrey
Sachs, was screened as part of
Millennium Promise's arrival onto
the international scene. The docu-
mentary will air on MTV networks
around the world.
McArthur concluded by saying
that we have an important choice
to make to help those struggling to
stay alive.
"We are the first ones to ever
have the opportunity to think
about this choice, so I can only
hope we all use it wisely."
Tony Ferguson
MAKING THE MOST OF A FRIDAY EVENING - Nearly 300 people listened to an eloquent and frank speech by UN
MilleniumProject Director John McArthur.
Yuschenko praises Putin
Ukrainian president's diplomacy tries to mend tensions with Mother Russia
LEXI STADNYK
Cordinternational
Last week, Ukrainian President
Viktor Yushchenko announced
that he was purging his cabinet.
The coalition thatworked together
to win the Orange Revolution has
finally been disbandedby the frus-
trated President.
As the international communi-
ty, and Russia in particular, looked
on, Yushchenko faced many ques-
tions about the future of Ukraine,
its current relationship with
Russia and Yushchenko's lack of
results since his victory eight
months ago.
Most notably was the firing of
populist Yulia Tymoshenko, the
fiery Prime Minister that stood by
Yushchenko during the Orange
Revolution.
However, a 'cleaning of house'
was long overdue in the Ukrainian
parliament. The majority of the
political personalities in the
Ukrainian parliament have not
changed, with many of the same
politicians hanging around since
the days of corrupt oligarch and
past President of Ukraine, Leonid
Kuchma.
Yushchenko's brash decision to
do away with many of his cabinet
ministers was the next step in
moving forward.
With too many competing inter-
ests in parliament, Yushchenko
did what was necessary, dismiss-
ing those who were slowing down
the process of reform and eco-
nomic stabilization.
Ukraine and Russia need to "look into
each others eyes ... work together
where we have common interests"
On September 19, Larry King
played host to Yushchenko on his
show Larry King Live, asking him
for insight into Ukraine's relation-
ship with Russia.
Yushchenko stated that Ukraine
and Russia need to "look into each
other's eyes. Let's work together
and where we have common
interests, we will be the partners,
we will never betray our partner-
ship. And we will never hurt
Russia. We will never work against
Russia. Russia is our neighbour."
Yushchenko's commitment to
respecting their northern neigh-
bour shows that he does not want
to create further tensions with
Putin.
Although this diplomatic senti-
ment is intended to mend any rifts
between Yushchenko and Putin,
it's hard to believe that
Yushchenko would neglect his,
and ultimately
Ukraine's
political agen-
da ifpushed by
Putin. Rather,
it is hoped that
Yushchenko is
- Viktor Yuschenki intelligent
enough to put
Ukraine's future ahead of Russia's
for once. After all, Ukraine is a sov-
ereign state, and Putin and any
other subsequent leaders of
Russia will have to accept this as
the starting point of any fruitful
relationship.
letters@cordweekly.com
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LINT brings World
of Opportunity to
Concourse
Laurier International hosted the World of Opportunity
Fair in the Concourse with many exhibitors, ranging
from universities to non-governmental organizations
THUY TRAN
Cord International
For students interested in seeing
the world, last Wednesday's 'World
of Opportunity' Fair was a helpful
start. The fair, organized by
Laurier International (LINT), was
held in the Concourse and fea-
tured over 30 exhibitors.
"I was thinking about studying
abroad somewhere in Europe
because their archaeology school is
better than here"
- Christena Hurley, Laurier Student
Ranging from universities to
NGO's, the event featured
Worldwide Classroom, SWAR Tel
Aviv University and the University
of Western Sydney, amongst many
others. Career Services was also
present to help students who were
looking for work or volunteer
opportunities in their field.
"The fair's main goal is to spark
interests, opportunities and a
chance for students to ask ques-
tions," said Peter Donahue,
Director of Laurier International.
"World of Opportunity opens the
eyes of possibilities for all stu-
dents."
Students were able to ask
exhibitors questions about the
programs offered and how the
process of studying abroad works.
While
many students were brows-
ing around, some were there to
look specifically for work, volun-
teer or educational opportunities.
Christena Hurley, an archaeology
major, was looking into studying
abroad in her program. While
passing by, she noticed the travel-
ing abroad posters and decided to
have a look.
"I was thinking about studying
abroad some-
where in Europe
because their
archaeology
school is better
than here," she
explained. "I've
traveled before,
so I'm planning
to continue that.
I want to go to
Australia or the
UK next."
With different organizations
and universities from various-
countries, most students had a
stack full of booklets to sift
through that provided them with
information about international
work, volunteerism and education
opportunities.
Vivek Sarma, a Business major,
picked up a Student Work Abroad
Program (SWAP) handout. He was
interested in SWAP and decidedto
learn more about working abroad.
"I really want to travel. Although
I'm inbusiness, in co-op they don't
really place you around the
world," he said.
"Business has become more
and more international. But on
the side of that, I just want to trav-
el."
Sydney Helland
A YEAR OR A CAREER? - Brianna Cifoni gets information on how to start a teaching career in Japan.
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Teach English
Overseas
• Intensive 60-Hour Program
• Classroom Management Techniques
• Detailed Lesson Planning
• Comprehensive Teaching Materials
» Internationally Recognized Certificate
• Teacher Placement Service
• Job Guarantee Included
• Thousands of Satisfied Students
Oxford
SEMINARS
1-800-779-1779/416-924-3240
www.oxfordseminars.com
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WANT TO GET AWAY? TAKE A GAP YEAR ABROAD' | M
I OPPORTUNITIES TO: I 1|
.
; WORK - VOLUNTEER - LEARN - TRAVEL | M
"i" I Come into ouroffice for more details. 1 H
Fares &%Mf PtU&s may dlrffer <j«?pef?cT<ng on departure /return date. Valid for new bookings only 01 dates shown. More info available from tfavel agent, fravel on AC/ZO. TICO 31324998
Apply on-line!
fV OMSAS www.ouac.on.ca/omsas/
V I [ i. Ontario Medical School Application Service
a
\ J 'l§ft September 15, 2005: Last day for registering for on-line applications
yf* \ October 3, 2005: Application Deadline
fffflll
www.ouac.on.ca/olsas/ OLSAS 112
Ontario Law School Application Service
November 1, 2005: Application deadline- First year
■» ,«
May 1, 2006: Application deadline - Upper years
TEAS www.ouac.on.ca/teas/
pi Teacher Education Application Service
1 December 1, 2005: Application deadline
- m
www.ouac.on.ca/orpas/ ORPAS p 'w/f Jm
Ontario Rehabilitation Sciences Programs Application Service p
'
if
{Audiobgy, Occupational Therapy, Physical Therapy/Physiothmpy, Speech-Language Pathology}
January 16, 2006: Application deadline ® 3llllßri
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Curry, not in
a hurry
II JOSHBOROS
Hood Pot Thought
Curry is quite possibly the world's
most fascinating dish. Originally
an Indian invention, it has taken
off in practically every Asian coun-
try, with each giving its own spin.
The reason for this wonderful
multiculturalism is there is literal-
ly an endless array of spices that
can make up curry powder or
paste, and pretty muchany type of
meat or vegetable will work in it,
allowing cooks to easily give their
own take. This also makes curry an
ideal dish for beginner cooks to
experiment in the kitchen.
However, there are some mis-
conceptions about curry.
First, they're not all hot. Many
traditional Indian curries are actu-
ally rather mild with the smokier
spices such as cumin and corian-
der (made from the seeds of the
cilantro plant) dominating the
spice mix. Don't get me wrong,
curry can be hot, but it doesn't
have to be and the fear of a blast of
heat searing your sinuses should-
n't anyone from trying it.
Second, its not hard to make.
With a few basic steps and a little
bit ofpatience anyone can make a
good curry. Not Curry In A Hurry
perhaps, but curry at a medium
pace.
As always, this recipe is meant
as a guideline. Anything from step
four and on can change to whatev-
er you feel like using. Vegetarians
can leave the chicken out and just
add more veggies (zucchini and
cauliflower work especially well),
or if you simply don't like chicken
lamb, goat, even beef can be used.
When choosing a curry powder
or paste (the two are interchange-
able, use curry paste exactly the
same way as curry powder, but use
about half as much), buy the
smallest amount you can to try it,
and if you like it, buy more.
Because there are so many dif-
ferent spices, herbs and peppers
that go into curry there is a lot of
room to experiment, and you
probably won't like them all, so it
sometimes takes a couple of tries
to find one that suits your person-
al preference.
For
anyone looking for a real
challenge, check out the Student
Life section of the Cord's website
for my basic curry powder recipe.
BrandonCurrie
CURRYING FAVOUR - Chef Josh says that not all curry has to make you sweat, or be in a hurry.
Josh's Chicken Curry
! Ingredients:
! 1 small onion
j 2 tsp chopped garlic
! 2 tsp chopped ginger
! 2 tbsp veg oil
j 3 tbsp curry powder (for basic
! curry powder recipe see The
j Cord's website at www.cordweek-
! ly.com)
! 2 cans coconut milk
| 2-3 chicken breasts, cut into bite-
! size cubes
j 4-5 large potatoes, peeled and cut
! into pieces roughly the same size
! as the chicken
| 1 can diced pineapple, drained
! 1 cup peeled almonds
! Instructions:
! 1) Put a big pot on the stove on
j medium heat and add oil. Cut
onions into small pieces and add
to pot, allowing to fry until the
onions start turning translucent
(this is called sweating in techni-
cal terms).
2) Once the onions are sweated,
add the garlic and ginger. Let that
cook for about five minutes, then
add the curry powder and stir
well. Let this fry for another two
or three minutes or until your
whole kitchen smells like a mar-
ket in Sri Lanka.
3) Add the liquids, in this case
coconut milk. I like coconut milk
because its authentic, really good
for you, and it adds more flavour
to
curry, but you could use 3 cups
of regular milk or cream instead.
4) Turn the heat on the burner up
to high and allow the liquids to
come to a boil then add the
chicken and potatoes in raw and
immediately turn the stove back
down to medium-low heat.
5) Finally, add the remaining
ingredients. The pineapple acts
as the sweet balance to the smok-
iness of the curry, but can be sub-
stituted for pretty much any fruit.
The almonds should be toasted
in a dry pan on medium heat
until slightly browned, or on a
baking sheet in a 350 degrees F
oven for about 15-20 min.
6) Allow this all to simmer until
the potatoes and chicken are
cooked. Serve over rice and gar-
nish, should you choose to do so,
with fresh cilantro (parsley will
also work).
Do your
choices
reflect who
you are?
JOCELYNLERNOUT
sexandtheUnivercity
In our generation, the outlook on
sex has changed. To some, waiting
until marriage would seem as irra-
tional as buying a car without tak-
ing it for a test-drive. Others
remain abstinent, reserving sex for
someone with whom they are in a
committed relationship. Andthen,
there are those of us inbetween.
Today, we are constantly faced
with the idea of sex, both in the
media and in our everyday inter-
actions. Even Wedding Crashers,
the most popular comedy of the
summer, portrayed two young
men using lies and alcohol to con
women into bed.
Not only is this type of sexual
content always in our faces, but
the average age of marriage has
increased over the years, making
the wait harder. According to
Statistics Canada, most men and
women aren't getting married
until they are well into their 30s.
Considering this, it's easy to see
why many choose to sleep with
people without being legally
bound. So then we have to ask,
where do we draw the line sur-
rounding the idea of sex, from the
range of what we would call dirty
or consider justified? Everyone
can live by their own morals and
each of us is entitled to our own
opinion. It is impossible to come
to a conclusion that would satisfy
us all.
Each of us sets our own stan-
dards to live by, and the issue of
sex is one important topic that
each of us should feel comfortable
with in the decisions that we
make. Sex is a personal choice
shaped by various influences
throughout our lives.
Our education system attempts
to warn us about the conse-
quencesof pregnancyand disease
while also teaching safer methods.
Larger influences shaping our
boundaries can be attributed to
those such as our peers and par-
ents. One of the biggest influences
is our constant exposure to sex in
the media. For some reason it
works. Sex sells.
Beyond the factors of our past,
university is a time for individuals
to grow up and mature. Each
experience with a new person can
impact your future relationships.
We needto take this time to realize
that these are the years to figure
out who we are, and appreciate
the time that will inevitably lead
us to who we are going to be.
The important thing we have to
keep in mind is that the issue of
sex isn't exactly a dichotomy. We
need to understand that there are
many grey-shaded areas as well.
Evaluate your beliefs. If in your
everyday life you behave in a con-
sistent manner in which you rarely
regret decisions you make, then
you're most likely being who you
want to be. In the end what is real-
ly going to matter is whether the
choices you make reflect the per-
son that you truly want to be.
Contributed Photo
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One vaccine could
save your life
University students are at a particularly high risk of
contracting meningitis, says The Cord's health expert
Jennifer O'Neill
The Government of Ontario has
recently issued free meningitis
vaccines for those born between
January 1, 1985 and December 31,
1990. At Laurier, this means that
first, second and some third year
students are eligible for the shot.
This past Monday a free clinic
was held for the meningitis vac-
cine in the Concourse. It was
strongly recommended that all
who were eligible should take
advantage of this lifetime vaccina-
tion. This vaccine protects against
meningitis C, the most common
form of meningitis in Canada.
What is Menningitis?
Meningitis is an infection of the
fluid and membranes which cover
the brain and spinal cord. It can
be caused by three kinds of germs:
bacteria, viruses or fungi.
Meningitis can kill you in a matter
of hours and many times symptoms
can be confused with a cold.
Is the vaccine safe?
Yes. No serious side effects have
been found since vaccinations
began in 1999. Some young adults
have reported headaches, occa-
sional dizziness, aches and pains,
swollen glands and rashes. None
of these were serious, and all
symptoms disappeared quickly.
The risk of this vaccine causing a
serious allergic reaction are slim,
and too date, there have been no
reported cases.
Who should get it?
Anyone can get this disease;
however, people between the ages
16-25 and over 55 are the most
susceptible. Adolescents and
young adults may be at an
increased risk of infection due to
certain lifestyle factors, such as:
> Crowded living conditions (e.g.
dorm rooms)
> Moving to a new residence
> Attending a school with a stu-
dent population from all over the
world
> Sharing beverages, cigarettes or
utensils
> Going to bars
> Active or passive smoking
> Irregular sleep patterns
What are the symptoms?
Meningitis can kill you in a mat-
ter of hours and many times
symptoms can be confused with a
cold. However, symptoms move
fast and can worsen rapidly.
Symptoms include severe
headache, stiff neck, fever and
rash, but not everyone gets these
symptoms and they can occur in
any order.
What causes it?
The bacteria that causes it lives
in the back of the nose and throat
region and is carried
at any given time by
10-25 percent of the
population. It caus-
es meningitis when
it enters the blood-
stream. What trig-
gers this movement
is unknown to scientists.
How is it transmitted?
Meningitis is transmitted by
saliva. This includes sharing a
drink, a cigarette, drugs, candy,
utensils or by kissing, basically
anything that touches someone
else's mouth and then your own.
If your birthday is
between
January Ist, 1985 and December
31, 1990 and you missed the
clinic
this past Monday, you are still able
to get this shot by request at
Health Services or your family
doctor; however there will be no
more clinics this year. If you fall
outside of that range and you still
wish to get the vaccine,
it is also
available by request at Health
Services for $90. The student
health plan will reimburse you for
80 percent of the cost.
ContributedPhoto
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Montreal
Smoked
Meat
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Quick Sandwiches
255 KING STN, WATERLOO {ACROSS FROM MORTY'S)
Did you know about your vision gyy ONE Get
I
r
enrage??.
QXJC pDcpf
Calf us for details rtiE&i
j rait- EYEGLASSES OR CONTACTS
Buy one complete pair of eyeglasses
or soft contact lenses at regular
price, and get a second pair FREE.
Check out our Sunglasses Centre I
i'' One Hour service on most
glasses and contact lenses.
150 University Ave. W.
Campus Court Plaza,
(corner of Philip and University)
Expires: October
- Over 90 performances suJ|f
,
Life Financial
$ 1 Per concert! -™™-
I 1idflflj II n^|
'The
easy accesspass is only available to full-time ~ jK i(b
students. Some restrictions apply. HKg& ji .
\ \/ i.iA HL.
V~ —- -1 get to every concert |
. Withoutthe pass, it would cost an __ V
average of $50 per person, per show/ f_
7 Get easy access today! wi A a
Weekly Bad Drawing
By Pete Cram
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Classifieds
■37Ti3TlVi i'i I d hours per week. Next training sessions: Oct
6 or Nov 8. Jill 742-1422
Adventure! Teach English Overseas. Looking for a church away from home? volunteer@alzheimerkw.com
TESOL Certified 5 days In-class, Online or Want to recharge your spiritual batteries?
VOLUNTEER WITH FRIENDS PROGRAM
by Correspondence. Overseas Job Emmanuel United Church is a vibrant,
Guaranteed. multi-generational congregation located in
Volunteer a few hours weekly during the
downtown Waterloo, a short walk from WLU
school day and make a life long difference to
FREE Info Pack: and just seconds from the #7 bus route. a child. Volunteers are matched by the
1-888-270-2941 orwww.globaltesol.com Come worship with us! Sunday mornings at
Canadian Mental Health Association with
10:00am on Bridgeport Road between
children who need additional support at
King and Albert.
school. FRIENDS operates in partnership
KTT*ITi 'he local schoolboards and helps chil-
, dren 4-15 years. Call 744-7645 x 317
NEED COMPUTER STUFF?! J r!FI9I
RESUME BUILDER!
Waterloo Networks is the student-voted #1 what are you doing this Spring Break?
source for computer sales, service, & net- Volunteers needed to visit people with
working. Don't get hosed by the others - see Alzheimer Disease through Alzheimer If you don't already know, here is your
us first. Across from the AC. 747-5979 Society Volunteer Companion Program. 1-4 answer: Dominican! More specifically,
www.waterloonetworks.com
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Bahia Principe. This 4 Star resort includes
24 hours of food & drinks. No need to pur-
chase party packages. Starting at $1165. .
Deposit by Oct. 15 to save $50. Run
on, wnat a weeK,
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Surprise, we released an issue this week'
spring break 06@hotmail.com
Well
£ UtK
still, some were doubtin . Thanks to the Ed.
Board for their support and guidance during
Nervous about Public Speaking?
thi ® tumultuous week you know how to
K a
make your chief proud. Wil for the support
Come join Laurier toastmasters.
the box reference Jo:
Toastmasters is an international organiza- w hofnn fnnM nnhikhor o fon if
h ° n/
tion designed to improve public speaking fimoc Won I'm' !hn t
y°H
.
skills. Once finished you will become a
cer* 'y h°° aj
tified Toastmaster and can add "TM" to your |Perv
d ® s fhV
name. For more information come to our
o
G°°d 'L
"k to he Scousers tomorrow,
info sessions Monday, October 3: 6:30-8:50
y°u re gonna need l( '
in BAIIO or Tuesday October 4: 6:30-8:50 c m ci^
in N1044.
- E battled EIC, BC
Headache
If the ißoll is the future, then I am afraid.
Shoutouts to Tony for the awesome party,
Keystone Yearbook Info Session
Daniel for dancing in the street and Rogers
for bringing me TV for the first time in a
Potential writers, photographers and pro- year-and-a-half.
There s more but my brain
duction assistants are invited to an introduc- ' s fried. No thanks to lots of things.
Tory meeting for Keystone, Laurier's student
yearbook. Volunteers are invited to chroni- Matriarch
cle a few of their favourite Laurier things. No .
experience is necessary. Email key-
Dear Melissa Doll,
stone@wlusp.com for more information.
Thank you. And thanks to my PAs Dan
Janet and Ananthan. Angela for golfing
Thursday September29th a
nd suffering me. Congrats to Alicia and
6 00 PM
Alison! Come back CBC. BCB
24 Hour Lounge
• Complete 30-Hour Seminars
• Proven Test-Taking Strategies
• Personalized Professional Instruction
• Comprehensive Study Materials
• Simulated Practice Exams
• Free Repeat Policy
• Personal Tutoring Available
• Thousands of Satisfied Students
Fraser's Page 0 Fun
Across:
1. Use MSN messenger to do this
5. Slang for talking
9. Atomic Mass Unit
10. Snipes movie with vampires
13. To go one's way
15. To have stared or looked men-
acingly
16. Not old
17. How the police knocked the
doors down
18. To have eaten
19. A layer
21. To traverse down a cliff or ledge
23. Action to do with a chair
25. Used to create cooling wind
26. Something Paris Hilton is not
28. What old boobs do
31. Columbian Drug
32. Former name of Thailand
34. A fragrant essential oil or per-
fume obtained from flowers
35. Cow noise
36. A handwoven Scandinavian
rug
37. Lets you understand Lefinish
in Final Fantasy
Down:
2. Hee-
3. Said after prayers
4. Music, or radio action
6. To remove or destroy the func-
tion of
7. One who cannot be blamed
8. What do-gooders with villains'
plans
11. Body part between hand and
shoulder
12. Not shallow
14. Like a brown star, not a red one
15. Alt. for grappel
20. A witch (burn it!)
24. Used to refer to the one desig-
nated, implied, mentioned, or
understood
27. Fine
. Something Laurier no
longer offers.
29. What a sniper does
30. fail, in crazy, crazy British
spelling
33. Accuracy rating for rifles
Answers to Sept. 21 Crossword
The Cord Weekly
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PRIZE GIVEAWAY!
Be the first to successfully complete and submit this week's
SCRAMBLOR and receive two tickets to the premiere of
A History of Violence this Thursday at Galaxy Theatres, 7pm.
*Come to the WLUSP office and see Angela to claim prizes*
ROME'SI
/ J ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
...where it's all about talent!
MONDAYS AMATEUR NIGHT
WIN $1500 CASH!
WEDNESDAYS WET T-SHIRT NIGHT
WIN $875 CASH!
SPECIAL EVENT THURSDAY OCT 20, 9PM
"Battle of the Sexes"
Jack and Jill
ATTENTION STUDENTS. FREE ADMISSION BETWEEN 4-10PM
WITH
STUDENT CARD & PROPER ID. OFFER RUNS THROUGH
OCT 31
1271 VICTORIA STREET N. KITCHENER 886-7565
CLARIFICATION - In last week's SCRAMBLOR, the word 'haze'was not meant to refer to any of the
fraternities or sororities at Laurier. The Cord regrets any misunderstandings this may have caused.
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Arts & Entertainment
Family Guy movie is
freakin' sweet
Popular TV show releases feature-length DVD made when show was cancelled
ALEX HAYTER
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Family Guy is a staple of universi-
ty life. If you (or a friend) don't
have a Family Guy DVD in your
possession, then you have proba-
bly downloaded it. And if you
haven't downloaded an episode,
then may God save your soul.
But what can be better than
watching a half-hour of Family
Guy?
The answer is simple. Two hours
of it.
Yes, you read it right; this is the
Family Guy movie. This film was
actually made in between the
third and fourth seasons, after the
show was cancelled on TV due to
its controversial nature.
Now normally, TV to film adap-
tations don't work out too well. We
all remember Mighty Morphin'
Power Rangers: The Movie.
Anyway, the point is that any
doubts about this movie and its TV
genesis should be cast aside. The
premise of making a two-hour
Family Guy episode is perfect, and
the film couldn't be more hilari-
ous.
The movie starts with our
favourite news anchors Tom
Tucker ana Dianne Simmons
reading the headlines and taking
the viewer to the premier of the
Family Guy movie.
Across the red carpet walks the
'cast' of the show, followed by a
drunk and wastedLois, who has to
be carried by Peter into the the-
atre. It's great to see the characters
as actors rather than as them-
selves, cleverly showing how the
show downplays its use of celebri-
ty voice talent like Seth Green and
Mila Kunis.
The movie runs with parallel
storylines about each of the char-
acters, and it's great to have divid-
ed attention going between the
two favourite characters, Stewie
and Peter. In a nutshell, Stewie
decides to turn over a new leaf
after a near-death experience,
while Peter joins the local news
team with his own opinion rant
"What Really Grinds My Gears".
Stewie even briefly becomes an
alcoholic while trying to deal with
his new stress.
Meg and Chris receive relation-
ship lessons from their parents,
with Lois advising Chris to "find a
girl whosmokes. Remember, if she
smokes, she pokes." Peter also
forces Meg to suffer his farts as a
way of preparing to spend time
with men.
The two-hour film plays exactly
like one massive episode: expect
all of the token Family Guy day-
dreams, flashbacks and imagin-
ings. Elmer Fudd finally kills Bugs
Bunny in a brutal fashion, after
gunning him down and cracking
his neck. Roger Mooregets a crush
on Stewie and Peter buys a pet T-
rex.
There are also terrific spoofed
TV ads running throughout the
film, one of the most hilarious
being a diabetes infomercial fea-
turing Wilfred Brimley saying, "I
ran out of vanilla icecream and
struck my wife. Then I found out
my wife's been dead for six years
... who the hell did I hit?"
The film has awesome replay
value, and if you're a fan of the
show, there's no doubt that you
will think it is absolutely hilarious.
So until they bring out The
Simpsons movie next year, be con-
fident that this one will have your
undivided attention and will
remain in your DVD player all
school-year long.
Prog-metal pop
machinists'
concept album
AMANDA BRANCH
Cord Arts & Entertainment
Okay, truth? I didn't love this
album, and it kills me to say that. I
have so much respect for Coheed
& Cambria and have adored their
past two albums, so I was expect-
ing this CD to rock my world in a
similar fashion. In fact, I've been
listening to this album 24 hours a
day since I got it a week ago, des-
perately trying to prove my initial
reaction wrong, but my love for
this album is a no show.
The first single, "Welcome
Home", is amazing with powerful
instrumental and incredible
lyrics, however, for the most part,
the rest of song selection just
doesn't live up to that standard.
"Welcome Home" is similar to
songs from past albums, with
Coheed & Cambria's trademark
dark, intense, Nintendo-theme-
song quality.
Unfortunately, this doesn't ring
true for the rest of the CD, and the
songs seem a bit flat and without
the passion that was dominated
past albums. The song lyrics
themselves are still angry, hateful
and fabulous, but the instrumen-
tals don't reflect that emotion.
Instead they seem a bit pop-ish
and way too soft and gentle. Even
though I'm not crazy about most
of the songs, I'm pleased to report
that the last few songs are
absolutely fantastic and filled with
the intensity I was waiting for.
Alas, instead of saving the
album, these songs just serve to
remind me of how good the songs
could have been.
Overall, IVisn't bad. In fact, it is
great compared to most of what is
released into the music world.
However, when you compare
this album to Coheed & Cambria's
past albums, it doesn't quite hold
up. GoodApollo isn't the best thing
I've heard this year, but I still adore
Coheed & Cambria, and will faith-
fully listen to anything they put
out.
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BacK to School with AMDZI
3% discount on any purchase | AMD Semp,o„ „oa* iSS
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Mario SuperstarBaseball bats .350
JILLIAN PANCOTT
Video Game Reviewer
When I got wind of the Mario
Superstar Baseball game for
Gamecube, 1 couldn't resist. I've
played baseball for years - it is
quite easily one of my favourite
sports. I had high hopes for this
game: combine Mario and my
favourite sport - how could this
game go wrong? Essentially, Mario
Superstar Baseball is a good game.
It does what it sets out to do
and, with a variety of different
game modes and mini games, it
takes a while to play through the
game. Theopening video explains
the premise of the challenge: to
take on Bowser in a match ofbase-
ball. Along the way you are chal-
lenged by various teams led by
main Mario characters, but will
you gain enough scout players to
win the pennant? Better hope so:
Bowser has a few tricks up his
sleeve too.
Graphics: The video renderings
are smooth, set in the usual Mario
cartoon environment. Game play
graphics are equally well done,
with a variety of different fields to
play on and a slew of different
characters to challenge. The
movements in the game are fluid
and every character has unique
attributes. Even the skeleton
koopas (Dry Bones) have different
eye colours and bats. The graphics
are interactive and traditional
Nintendo.
Controls: The biggest downfall
of the game would be the controls.
As with many sports games, it's
hard to make the controls work
efficiently. Using the control stick
or D-pad (which I found a little
easier) as the diamondproves very
tedious. Similarly, base running is
incredibly difficult, and advancing
with the Y and returning with X
usually results in moving the
wrong character.
Game Play: Exhibition games
equipped with a multiplayer
option are the most fun. With
roughly 40 characters to choose
from, you can select from tech-
nique to power players, each with
a different skill level. The
Challenge mode is a little bizarre
in its set up, but nevertheless
clever. By starting with a default
team, you
win characters through
scouting and completing mis-
sions. To my exasperation, I found
some calls on plays contentious.
But at the end of the game, you are
able to review the scorebook and
see your batting average and
pitcher's ERA.
Overall: Though fun, this game
is nothing outstanding. I like that
you can pick it up and play a game
or opt for a longer game in
Challenge mode. The game is sim-
ple in concept though, and work-
ing the controls can be frustrating.
Overall, the game is typical of its
kind: a fun-filled Mario sports
game.
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Man of The Hour
George Stroumboulopoulos talks to The Cord about ditching MuchMusic, being a Habs fan and Britney Spears' chewing gum
JOSEPH TURCOTTE
Cord Arts & Entertainment
For five years he was the face of
MuchMusic to music fans across
Canada. As the host of The New
Music and The Punk Show he
entertained and informed.
But as a wise man once said,
"You better start swimming or
you'll sink like a stone," and
George Stroumboulopoulos isn't
the type to sink anytime soon.
After his tenure at Much was
over, Stromboulopoulos was lured
down the street to the CBC where
he's been tackling issues other
than what our favourite pop-tarts
are up to. His show, The Hour, is a
fast paced news/talk program that
covers the issues of the day, done
in his typically manic style.
While Stroumboulopoulos isn't
the type of host you'd expect from
the CBC, he says it's working great.
"You'd be surprised. 1 know a lot
of people think that me working
here I'd be out of place, but there
are so many people that are very
much like each other, you just
never hear about it, but we're defi-
nitely here."
While he says he enjoyed his
years at Much, the chance to take
a broader and, at times, more seri-
ous scope was too good for
Stroumboulopoulos pass up.
"I really enjoyed my time at
MuchMusic and got to make some
really really neat entertainment
music television. But as time went
on, entertainment TV as a whole,
not just MuchMusic... changed.
While I still did music on The
New Music and The Punk Show 1
spent a lot of time not doing
music, but more doing celebrity
entertainment stuff, which is fine
but it wasn't lor me at a certain
point. 1 kind of got bored talking
about Britney Spears' gum for sale
on eßay... 1 don't care."
On why he moved to the CBC,
Stroumboulopoulos says the open
format of The Hour appealed to
him.
"I'll go wherever the right show
is" he explained. At The Hour,
Stroumboulopoulos and his pro-
ducers can discuss pretty much
whatever they want.
"I kinda got bored talking about
Britney Spears' gym for sale on
eßay... 1 don't care."
-George Stroumboulopoulos,
on his decision to leave MuchMusic
"I just wanted to make a show
with people that 1 like, talking
about what's going on in the
world, and do it in a way that peo-
ple from all over the place can
watch it. Sometimes we can be
serious and heavy and sometimes
we can be light and ridiculous."
In this respect they've done the
job, as earlier this year The Hour
was named by TV Guide readers as
the best Canadian TV program.
"I just love going on the air and
working with really good people
and get to talk about really neat
j
topics," he explains.
As for the person
George would most
like to have sit
across from him, he
has no hesitation in
making his choice.
"Bob Dylan. I want
Dylan on and I want
Nelson Mandela.
You talk about two
guys that have delivered, they
have delivered."
Since George started his career
as a sports-radio talk show host it
was inevitable that our conversa-
tion would hit upon the return of
the NHL.
"It's gonna be a good game and
a lot more teams are going to be
competitive." But as a good Mabs
fan, he won't take the bait on pick-
ing a winner in the battle of
Ontario. "Fuck that shit dude, are
you crazy? That would kill me,
both those teams make me sick,"
he says with a laugh. "I'd chose the
Oilers if 1 can't pick the Canadiens.
But as a true Habs fan I would
choose death before I would
choose one of them."
Speaking of lockouts, during the
ongoing CBC "labour disruption"
Stroumboulopoulos has kept him-
self busy.
He can now be found hosting
his own weekly radio talk show on
CFRB 1010, Sunday nights from 9
to 11pm, but he has every inten-
tion of returning to The Hour as
soon as the lockout ends.
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